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Download Acme Brick Vision for iPad
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For over a century, Acme Brick has

provided sample brick for architects.

Samples advanced from loose brick to

sample boards to our handy Color Guide.

Today, we offer an evolutionary leap.

Acme Brick Vision for iPad presents

more than one million combinations

of brick, mortar, roof, and trim colors

at your touch, now empowered with

geocoding. You can zoom in on

brilliant photographic renditions,

apply visualizations to residential and

commercial building types, and save

compositions to your camera roll to

share with clients and colleagues. Your

library stays fresh; new blends update

effortlessly. Now the selection process

can be more efficient and accurate than

ever with Acme Brick Vision. You will

find it free in the Apple app store.
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Weatheri on Partners, Ltd

demand integration company for
Tyvek@ Building Envelope Solutions

MATERIALS THAT

MATCH YOUR

REPUTATION
No matter what the building structure, DuPont'" Tyvek'

Weatherization Systems offer an ideal balance of properties

to help effectively sealthe building envelope'

Tyvek. building products offer a wide selection of air, water,

and thermal management options for helping to protect

commercial structures and multi-family buildings ranging

from duplexes to high-rise apartments.

With more than 35 years of experience working with architects,

builders, engineers, and installers, the DuPontrM Tyvek@ team of
specialists and certified installers is committed to working with

you to protect your next generation of construction projects'

Tough. Tested. Proven. I 
That' s DuPont'"Tyvek Weatherization Systems.

Gables Water Street Apartments, Las Colinas, TX

Owner I Builder: Gables Residential

Design:WDG Architecture I Dallas

"0ur firm-wide culture fosters and demands both

aesthetic excellgnce, as tltrell as netrtl standards in

technical innovation and building efficiency

including the application of high-performance

systems and sustainable design. When DuPont"

Tyvek'building materials are used rlre tralue the

serrlice that comes with their complete system,"

- Brian Till, AlA, W0G Architeclure

Tyvek.
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Lars Lerup's drawing oJa

possiblefuture adap-

tioe reuse of a suburban

subdiaision: 'A group oJ

designers, subscribing to

Donald./udd's admoni-

tion against building on

airgin land, seeking to

fiee the steep prices of
the speculatiae housing

market in the inner cit1t,

form a loose collectioe

and, emploling aform

of under-the -radar land

banking, purchase a

dilapidated subdiuision

next to afreeway intersec-

tion. The old subdtuision

becomes unrecogni4ble. "
Su page 48.
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Itrditor's Notc,

Elemental Forces

by Aaron Seward

Al$andro Aratena in

Austin at St. Edward's

Unioersitlt this May

his spring, I had the opportunity
to interview three ofcontemporary
architecture's bright lights Mark
Foster Gage and Patrik Schumacher,

before their debate at Texas A&M in
April, and Alejandro Aravena, during his appear-
ance at St. Edn ard's Universitl, in N{ay. All three
architects are dedicated to progressive architec-
ture, but they have come to diverging conclusions

about the pathways along which architecture,
and socie6,, should progress. While you can get a

good introduction to the ideas that underpin the

work olGage and Schumacher by reading the

transcript olour discussion, on page 21, here is a

summarv of my encounter rvith Aravena:
Addressing the audience at St. Edward's,

Aravena said that architects do forms, and then
asked, "\{hat inlorms these forms?" His answer:

"Many forces. \,Ve try not to leave any out, but
to translate the forces at play into a building."
The forces that shaped the dormitory his firm,
Elemental, designed at St. Edlr,'ard's included the

basics olthe program, the client's aesthetic expec-

tations, and international as well as local prec-
edent. Finding no local dormitory building to use

as a model, Aravena instead drew on the natural
limestone bowl that is Hamilton Pool, making the

building into a "Cartesian canyon" that shelters

its glazed inner courtyard from the sun.

\'Vhen questioned about his experience work-
ing on social housing projects, as well as the fact

that some architects feel cynical about architec-

ture's ability to address inequality', even feel that
it is a wasteful diversion with negative impacts on

architectural production, Aravena was explicit.
He said that humanitarian issues are the most

pressing problems of our time. While he added
that architects have little influence o\.er the wider
social and economic factors that create inequity

these being the domain of governments and
others who shape policy - he felt that the profes-

sion does play a role in synthesizing the complex
forces at play in designing buildings that seek to
do some good in this arena.

As an example olthe sort of contribution that
architects can make to low-income housing (in the

context of Chile's social housing policies), Aravena
pointed to Elemental's first project, Quinta Monrov
in Iquique (2004). Belore designing anything, the

architects decided that location was key to the

success ofthe project. They selected a site in the

centerolthe city', where the inhabitants roughly
100 families - had already been squatting and
would be able to easily access a wide r.ariety of
employment prospects. Paying lor the central
location, hower,'er, ate up an outsized portion
ofthe budeet, which was $7,500 for each house

($7,200 in government subsidy and $300 in familv
contribution), a figure that had to cover the real
estate, infrastructure, and building. Here is where

Elemental came up with the innovation that made

it famous and won Aravena the Pritzker Prize: The
architects took an incremental approach, designing

row houses that provided halfa house under the

initial construction package, and a framework for
the lamily to build out the other half in the future,
as they were able. Elemental has since rolled this
concept out on a number olother projects.

Aravena believes that social housing should
be an inr.estment, iike any commodity, and
Chile's social housing policies back this up. After
five years, total ownership of the housing units
transfers to the families r,vho live there, mean-
ing that they become like any other piece ofreal
estate on the market. \,Vhile most families who
initially moved into Quinta Monroy have stayed,
Aravena did say that he heard recently that one
family has sold their property for $75,000, a

nice little return on investment, considering that
their initial contribution was a mere $300.
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0ontrihutors I-,,c'tters

!-ars Lerup is a profes-

sor and dean emeritus

at Rice School of
Architecture. He has

written several books,

including'After the

City" (2000) and "One
Million Acres and

No Zoning" (2010).

Forthcoming titles

include "The Life and

Death olObiects"
and "The Continuous

City." Betts Project,

London, represents

his artwork. Lerup

collaborated with Rice

colleague Colman on a

piece about the future

ofsuburbia (p. 4B).

Scott Colman is an

assistant professor at

Rice School of Archi-
tecture. He is writing
two books: one on the

theory, practice, and

intellectual friend-
ship of the German-
American architects

Ludwig Hilberseimer
and Ludwig Mies van

der Rohe, and the

other an intellectual
biography ofEnglish-
American architect
Colin Rowe. Coleman

collaborated with Rice

colleague Lerup on

"One Step Closer to

Arcadia?" (p. 4B).

Craig Kinney, AIA has

spent the past 20 years

in San Angeio, where

he started Kinney
Franke Architects.

Previous to that he

worked in Houston,

Washington, D.C.,
and New York City.

In this issue he writes

about a proposal by

William Truitt, AIA,
and Marsha Bowden,

AIA, which outlines a

more ecologically sen-

sitive way to develop

the cities of the Great

Plains (p. 62).

Hannah Ahlblad

is an M.Arch'18
candidate at The

University of Texas at

Austin. Her inde-
pendent and collab-
orative design work
has been published
on ArchDaily and

Dezeen, and exhibited
a.t the Dallas Center

for Architecture, the

MIT Media Lab, UT
Austin, and ArcoMa-
drid. Read her take

on two of Austin's

latest urban projects

on p. 68.

TheJolloruing letter to the editor is in response to the

May/June 2017 Feature "Moodl Blues."

Applause to Ben Koush for his unusually clear-

eyed and brave appraisal of the Rice/Maltzan
building in the May{une 7,4. Probably like
many of my colleagues, I poured over the

photos and enjoyed the hip design moves. But

what good is being architecturally entertained
if it ultimateiy contributes to the unraveling
of things (in this case one of the nation's most

remarkable and pleasant campuses). Stylishness

may speed us to cool design solutions, but this is

often at the expense ofthoughtfulness. Perhaps

if more commentators would speak this truth,
architecture might return to mending this

rattled world.
Max Levy, FAIA
Max Leul Architect

Dallas

The folLowing comment appeared on txamagaqine.org

in response to the Mtgt,/June 2017 Of Note "Wrses on

Claritl: The 2017 TxA Design Coryference."

What a great way to summarize this wonderful
event. I truly appreciate the quotes as take-

aways. You captured the beauty and the burden

that is Marfa.
Cheers.

Sean K. Garrnan, AIA
A,[ itc he I I G arman Arc hite c I :
Dallas

The folloruing comment appeared on txamagaline.org

in response to the Ma1t,/June 2017 Of Note "Student

Design Competition at Tixas A{dl,i[ Exploru a Museum

of Waste."

The concept is striking and I applaud the student

for winning this contest. However, what this

resuhing design signal. to me is that architecture

schools are failing to teach its students to care

about the human form and human experience at

the street leveI. As with this design, these large-

scale projects look great from the perspective of
a bird or plane, but are almost entirely inhospi-

table to people at the sidewalk. This has been

true sincc the mid-20th century since we started

caring more about the skyline than our eyeline.

We have got to do better than this.

Chris L

The.followine comment appeared on txamagagine.org in

resplnse t0 the Ma/June 2017 Feature "New Sacred

Geographies."

It's too bad that this article explores "sacred

geography" through predominately Western reli-
gious expression, and particularly Christianity.

While I am a Christian myself, I know eastern

and Native American spiritual and religious

traditions have profound connections to, and

reinterpretations of, physical geography which

would have greatly deepened and balanced this

exploration and the article.

Maria
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My dad said our builder came up

with the idea to use BRIGK on our house.

He said it would last longer and look cooler
than the other houses on our street.

That was a BOLD DECISION -
and it turned out ta be the right one.

T
N-r

TM

E

Thank you for making me feet
as invincible as our house.

BeBoldBeB rick.com
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extraordinary fawy er s. extraorf,inary resu(ts.@

Albritton Law Firm can register y0ur architectural worl<s and technical
drawings with the U.5. topyright 0ffice for no additional cost above the

registration fees, and then pursue infringers at n0 c0st t0 y0u unless we win.

Fora FREE consultation, calll-866-757-8449 I Learn more atwww.ArchitecturalCopyrighthw.com
PRINCIPAL 0FFICE: 680 North Carroll Avenue, Suite 1 1 0 | Southlake, TX 76092 101{GU|EU, 0FFICE: 1 1 1 West Tyler Avenue I Longview, TX 75601

Attorney Eric M. Albritton is responsible f0r this advertisement.

No designation has been made by the Texas B0ard 0f Legal Specialization for a Certilicate 01 Special Competence in this area
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topyright y0ur architectural plans and drawings.
YourWork!

The #7 Source for Cast lron Downspout Boots and Accessories.

View Drowings Online
www.d own spoutboots.com

o00@
1-800-245-5521Arll$slllta0t
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UT Austin Professor Clay Odom's
Flowering Phantasm Featured at
UNESCO Data City Exhibit in Paris

The gallery is intimate and dimly lit, its periphery
a little unclear as one's eyes adjust to the space. A
low rumbling fills the room, the sound overlap-
ping onto itself in a vaguely familiar, mechanical
cadence. Or is it biological? The groan of a great
beast or the sound ofa distantjet engine? Rum-
blings of elephants, combined rvith the pulse of a
fusion reactor? All ofthe above?

Just as enigmatic is the source of the cryptic
melody: a tessellated, eggplant-shaped, glowing
husk, lofted by an army of shiny, caterpillar-
like fins that meet the ground at varying
angles. Squatting over a pool ofits own light,
the roughly car-sized, biomorphic sculpture
elegantly walks a tightrope between loreign and
familiar, highly cralted and prosaic, approach-
able and aloof.

"Flowering Phantasm" is the brainchild of
Clay Odom, assistant professor at The University
ofTexas at Austin School ofArchitecture and
principal of StudioMODO. The installation has

seen multiple iterations featured in global exhib-
its, to date, but the latest, "DATA CITY," holds

special significance, not only for the designer, but
also for the City of Austin - as well as for the
United States.

Hosted in the Parisian suburb of Enghien-
les-Bains, DATA CITY is a collective exhibi-
tion that seeks to feature innovations in new
media art. In total, nine exhibits are selected to
represent their respective cities and countries of
origin: Austin (United States), Dakar (Senegal),

EnghienJes-Bains (France), Gwangju (Republic
of Korea), Linz (Austria), Lyon (France), Sapporo
(Japan), Tel Aviv-Jaffa (Israel), and York (United
Kingdom).

Each participating city holds the designa-

tion of a "City of Media Arts" by the United

1/82077 TexasArchitect 9
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"Flouering Phantasm"

rests with a curious potse,

blurring the boundarl

between organism and

machine.



0f' Notc,

Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural
Orsanization (UNESCO). Austin earned this

designation in 2015 when the city was accepted

into the UNESCO Creative Cities Network, and

it continues to be the sole representative from the

U.S. in its category.

Launched in 2004, the Creative Cities Net-

work boasts 116 member cities representing 54

countries and covers seven creative fields: Crafts

and Folk Art, Design, Film, Gastronomy, Litera-
ture, Music, and Media Arts. The stated agenda

to "assert the role ofculture as [an] enabler of
sustainable development," and Austin's inclusion

represents an opportunity to foster an exchange

of ideals and media while also offering local art-
ists a launchpad for global exposure.

'Austin is already a hub for innovation,"
says Meghan Wells, manager of Austin's Cul-
tural Arts Division. "Whether it's film, music,

technology, video games, or art, this exhibition
and future endeavors allow us to explore where

our programming efforts overlap with other
global cities."

Wells is optimistic that, as momentum builds

behind initiatives such as this one, Austin's

elevated profile will enable more opportunities
to support local artists at home and abroad. Her

office is especially focused on affordability issues

that affect all residents, yet hit artists and people

in other creative disciplines especially hard.

The potential for international artist exchanges,

worldwide visibility, and opportunities to con-

tribute to a global dialogue between similarly
aligned cities rvill, it is hoped, position Austin
well, in this regard.

Flowering Phantasm is particularly well-
suited to showcase Austin's place at the intersec-

tion of art and technology. Its formal presence

is notjust evocative; there is a clear effort to

celebrate the marriage between technology and

experiential transcendence.

Its hollow interior reveals a layered assembly,

starting with an interior structure of 3mm water
jet cut aluminum fins which meet the ground
and combine to give the piece its overall shape.

These are bolted together via an egg crate system

and assembled on site. Additionally, the frame

supports a computer-controlled LED light array,

several internal camera and projector elements,

and two birdlike prosthetic video armatures that
protrude from either side of the piece (according

to Odom, their displays represent an evolution-

ary abstraction of vision).

Gold anodized perforated aluminum panels,

which Odom calls "petals," are fastened to the

main structure with connecting feeders and

simple, bright red zip ties. The perforations
allow the petals to be penetrated by more than
3,000 feet ofblinking, LED fiber "hairs" that
blur the boundaries of the object when viewed

at a distance. An earlier iteration showcased

at the Amsterdam Light Festival also leatured

a series ofinflating and deflating fabric bags

supplied by Arduino controlled blowers that
allowed some petals to slowly undulate, as if
they were breathing.

Despite its exposed mechanical heroics, the

combined effect of the composition makes it hard
to imagine that the piece isn't, in some way, alive

- or perhaps sentient.

Arguably, the success of Fiowering Phantasm

stems from its deft maneuvering between these

contradictory realms. Likewise, as Austin's

cultural landscape continues to experience the

inevitable growing pains of a booming city, citv-
led involvement in initiatives such as UNESCO's

Creative Cities Network will become an increas-

ingly valuable resource to the local creative

talent that has shaped Austin's ethos for decades.

Christopher Ferguson, Assoc. AlA, is a designer at

Clickspring Design and cofounder of DO.GROUP

DESIGN.

Exhibit Review

Blow the Doors Off

BREACH

AGENCY Architecture

WUHO Gallery

Los Angeles, California

BREACH I Material Rituals of the Securo-

cratic state

An exhibition that draws attention to the sublime

architectural resuLts of the destructiae power and methods

behind militarlt "breaching" techniques, reaealing a

disturbing delight in how a rational mind might seek to

understand a building fgiaen the chance toforget how a

door uorks and utho might haue liued inside.

The front door of the WUHO (Woodbury
University Hollywood) Gallery neatly bisects

the interior space. As the narrow room beyond

stretches back lrom busy Hollywood Boulevard,

it's possible to understand the curatorial premise

of this exhibition, and why it's a good match for
the gallery. On the one side, doors are leaning
asainst the wall, ripped, torn, disfigured by
intense physical force; on the other side, photo-
graphs show tables still laid for dinner in rooms

blown open, sunlight streaming in, and impec-

cably stuccoed walls punctured not only by win-
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Of' Notc,

The hanging at WUHO
pits "breached" doors,

blorun or pried offtheir

hinge s, again s t s ub lime

images of the buildings

thel once separatedfrom

thc desert.

dows, but also by precisely located and roughly

cut holes of near-human sizc. In between, the

visitor looks back and forth, grappling with the

juxtaposition of the intense violence that must

have taken place, with the peaceful, even sub-

Iime, objects lcft in its wake.

AGENCY Architccture the practice of
Texas Tech College olArchitecture profes-

sors Ersela Kripa and Stephen Mueller has

put together an exhibition o1'photographs,

artifacts, and drawings that dwell on the role of
the military on our own shorcs, and how build-
ings are somehow both complicit conspirators

in, and innocent victims of, a type of warfare

that relies on novel ways to understand space,

quickly and with extreme prejudice. "Seeking

productive anomalies in the overlooked, the

under-represented, and the er.eryday" as

they describe their methods has resulted in

a blunt and genuinely fascinating view into the

rigorous world of military training, but also

into our own ethics and imaginations as we try
to work out just what the role might have been

for certain holes in a wal1 (To climb through?

Ib poke a gun through?). What could possibly

be the significance ofthis color oftablecloth
employed in this one room, and what were its

inhabitants thinking? (That the hasty 2 X 4

door bar would stop the might of the United
States military?)

These questions simmer while we consider

the violated doors opposite. Detached from

buildings, they are just evidence, with some

expert testimoniai available in the accompany-

ing texts the technocratic nature ofwhich is

all the more distancing from the readily appar-

ent enersy discharged. AGENCY has indeed

forced us to consider the ethics behind, and in
lront of, this door.

At the back of the room, the speculation and

nascent design work begins. Maps depict all

known sites of this type in the U.S., with figure-

ground drawings that call attention to the urban-

ity, but also to the collective "scalelessness," of
these buildings. We come to understand that

here is where future work might be lbcused, but
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Right .4 crumpled door

rests against the uall.
Below Photographs of
rooms shou domestic

furnishings, dis turbed

b1't prerious breaching

exercises.

it also provides the main public-facing compo-
nent of the exercise, which is AGENCY's own
technocratic and rationalized online database

ofthese places, serving both to connect us all to
their presence and to render them as banal as

other government buildings.
Kripa and Mueller have assembled aston-

ishing firsthand research, and it is a testament
to the power of their work that it leaves the visi-
tor gripped by intrigue and not a small amount
of anguish. Leaving the way we came in, we
walk back past the photographs and crumpled
doors and re-emerge onto Hollywood Boule-
vard somewhat traumatized but energized by
an unanticipated empathy.

Man-Yan Lam is an architectural designer at Rachel

Allen Architecture. Alastair Stokes is an architectural

designer at Gensler.

Houston Aspires to Boost its World-
Class Status with PIan Downtown

The Houston Downtown Management Dis-
trict (Downtown District) has announced Plan
Downtown: a 2}-year vision that will outline
recommendations for development within and
around the city's core. Led by Asakura Robinson
with Sasaki Associates, Traffic Engineers, Inc.,
and HR&A Advisors, the plan aims to build on
recent improvements that make downtown a

better place to live, work, and play, as well as a

destination that will attract more international
businesses and tourists. It will address mobility,
congestion, and connectivity issues and promote
sustainable development and networked public
green space. "Downtown has come an incred-
ible way with changes compounding vear over
year and plan over plan," says Zakcq Lockrem,
principal at Asakura Robinson.

The last time Downtown District imple-
mented a comprehensive plan was 2004. The
new plan will address the way downtown has
evolved since then and anticipate large infra-
structural changes in the pipeline, such as

TxDOT's proposed reroure of I-45. "This is a
major planning effort with a l3-year gap," says

Lonnie Hoogeboom, Downtown District's direc-
tor of planning, design, and development. 'A lot
ofplanning has happened on a localized level,
but not at this level. How do we think about the
edges and pull it together?"
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Main Street in dountown

Houston, ruhich is seraiced

b1 li.$t rail, nou ffirs a

uariety of attractions for
residents, q;fice uorkers,

and aisitors. Plan Down-

town seeks to encourage

more of this tltroughout

the rest ofthe citlt\ core,

ad dr es s ing o c c up anqtt,

mobilitl, sustainable de'

aelopment, and connectiae

green spaces.

Downtown District is made up ola
30-member board of directors whose primary
mission is to leverage public funds with private

resources to accelerate improvements above and

beyond the level provided by local government

or voluntary efforts. Past projects include a South

Downtown Plan; improvements to the George R.

Brown Convention Center with Houston First;

a retail task force; efforts for Super Bowl LI; and

various capital projects with METRO for Main
Street, Allen Parkway, downtown wayfinding,

and a downtown living initiative.

Some of PIan Downtolvn's initiatives come

out of those outlined in PIan Houston the

2015 goal and vision statement that is the city's

first general plan. Patrick Walsh, director of
the City of Houston's planning and develop-

ment department, has been working closely with
Downtown District. "Plan Houston was a high-

level plan that laid out broad principles - goals

and strategies - for making Houston a better

city," he says. "Plan Downtown, like many of our

master plans, will serve as one of the implemen-

tation arms of Plan Houston, describing how to

take those principles and turn them into reality.

I think oldownton n Houston in many senses as

the heartbeat olthe region, and Plan Downtolt'n

is critical to kecping downtown vital and healthy

and therefore critical to the region's success,

as well. Downtown Houston is one of the few

places in the region where real walkable urban-

ism is possible: grid pattern ofstreets, a wealth

ofpedestrian opportunities, and increasingly

diverse land uses, including restaurants, enter-

tainment, and more residential areas. How can

we build on these successes to make downtown

into the kind ofattractive, vibrant, world-class

place that will draw in people and companies

lrom around the world?"

The project team is currently working on a

draft plan and anticipates completion by late

fall 2017. To further flesh out the draft, they will
lead a series of group meetings, steering com-

mittee workshops, topical small group discus-

sions, and public rvorkshops. The public will
also be invited to participate in planning efforts

by website and text-based visioning exercises.

"Plan Downtown gives us a chance to weave

into the planning process with public input,"
says Bob Eury, executive director of Downtown

District. "The timing is re ally perfect, in terms

of capturing this opportunity with major infra-
structure proposals."

Downtown District is partnering with
Houston First Corporation; Central Houston,

Inc.; Downtown Redevelopment Authority/Tax
Increment Reinvestment Zone (TIRZ) No.3;

Buffalo Bayou Partnership; City of Houston;

Harris County; and Theater District Houston.

Neighboringmanagementdistricts East

Downtown, Greater East End, Greater North-

side, Midtown, and a 150-member steering com-

mittee are also informing the planning efforts

Florence Tang, Assoc. AlA, is an architectural de-

signer, manager, and journalist based in Houston.

Dallas Architecture Forum Panel
Examines Evolution of Suburban
Corporate Campuses

As architects, many of us spend our lives in

urban centers and turn our backs to the low-

density Iandscape sprawling out around us.

While the vitality of urban centers is increasing,

one cannot ignore the extraordinary growth of
suburban cities in North Texas and around the

country. Frisco and McKinney are numbers two

and three respectively on a iist ofthe fastest-

growing cities in the U.S., based on the Census

Bureau's latest population estimates. It is a simple

lact: The suburban growth in North Texas and

manv other places throughout the nation is out-

pacing the redevelopment ofurban areas.
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This was the subiect of "The Urban Burbs
Corporate Campuses and Suburbia," a panel

discussion this May at the Dallas Architecture
Forum. Nloderated by Gensler Dallas Design
Director lanZapata, AIA, and featuringJim
Tousignant, director ofreal estate at Verizon;
Peter Braster, director ofspecial projects at the
City of Plano; and Steve Brown, real estate

editor of the Dallas Morning News, the conver-
sation focused on hotv large suburban corporate
campuses are changing in the 21st century.

With Toyota, Libertv Nlutual, State Farm,JP
Morgan Chase, and Boeing, among others, setting
up shop in the North Texas suburbs, the character
of their campuses merits discussion. The corpo-
rate campus model has transformed over the years

from closed, in'w'ardly focused and isolated build-
ings to the open campuses we see today (d la BIG's
proposal for Google's new HQ that engage with
their surroundings to varying degrees. As work
trends moved from a sterile office-only environ-
ment to remote lvorking, companies were forced
to rethink their campus designs to lure talented
employees who valued the variety and collabora-
tion of being out in the communitl.

As Tousignant stated, for Verizon, the
primary drivers for locating in North Texas
are a 1ow cost ofliving and the availability ofa
talented workforce. To attract this workforce,
the new campuses are recognizing the value of
the "urban" experience; that is, being close to
entertainment, shopping, and cultural offer-
ings. Corporate campuses are being located
next to developments such as Plano's new
Legacy West, lvhich offers numerous restaurant
and shopping options. These developments,
while automobile oriented, strive to create an
"urbanism" for a few blocks that approximates
streets in New York or San Francisco, bring-
ing the appearance ofa livelv city block to the
middle of suburbia. Often, they create islands
of walkability amid seas of parking, but they do
reflect a shilt in thinking.

The panelists agreed that parking is a para-
mount issue - now, and in the future. With
driverless cars as a potential mitigator of traf-
fic, and Zipcar as a stepping stone, the act of
driving and car ownership may look very dif-
ferent in the near future. Smart developers are
thinking about how to reuse parking garages.

It is concerning, noted Tousingant, when
new developments all include new 1,000-car
garages, as such structures will likely become
unnecessary. However, Brown surmised that
Dailas would be one of the last cities to see

a drastic drop in car ownership. Working in
tandem with the revolution in auto use is the
increase of transit. Verizon is planning a mas-
sive development on Hidden Ridge, in Irving,
near Las Colinas and across the street from its
current regional headquarters. A new DART
stop is integral to Verizon's vision for the site.
Transit was also noted by the panelists as the
cause ofthe recent resurgence and develop-
ment in Las Colinas, which was lor many years
an all-too-empry monument to 1980's single-
use planning.

A reduced role for automobiles rvill require
housing to be made available adjacent to these

new campuses. The young prolessionals that
corporations hope to attract are more and more
delaving home-buying, and seem to prefer to
rent. However, in Piano, according to Braster,
there has been "tremendous push-back" from
residents regarding rental apartments. This
underscores the tension many similar cities lace
between development and growth, and the desire
ofresidents to preserve the character oftheir city.

As the landscape changes, one area ofenor-
mous opportunity will be, according to Tou-
signant, underperforming suburban strip retail
centers. These ubiquitous der.elopments wili
need to be creatively reimagined to be relevant
in a 21st-century environment.

As the suburbs continue to grow at a break-
neck pace, lve can be assured that more dense

nodes will spring up, often with office uses as a

significant component. The development of the
suburbs is a complex prospect, where competing
concerns and priorities will continue to coexist;
however, the overall trajectory ofthe suburbs,
according to the panelists, suggests increased
density and walkable nodes, supplemented

by transit and supporting office use. It will be
incumbent upon future developers and designers
to thoughtfully create integrated and dense areas
within the suburban context.

Andrew Barnes, AlA, is an architect in Dallas and re-

cently launched his own practice, Agent Architecture
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Q&A with Mark Foster Gage and Patrik
Schumacher

On April 21, the Texas A&M University School
ofArchitecture hosted a debate between Zaha
Hadid Architects principal Patrik Schumacher
and Mark Foster Gage, who runs his eponymous
firm in New York City and is assistant dean of
the Yale School of Architecture. The spirited
discussion, moderated by A&M associate profes-
sor Gabriel Esquivel, focused on the architects'
diverging views on urban land-use policies, insti-
gated by Schumacher's controversial keynote to
the 2016 \Vorld Architecture Festival in Beriin,
in which he advocated a privatized, market-
based approach to urban development. Gage
added his voice to the chorus ofopposition in the
press and on the internet in the u'ake of Schum-
acher's comments, but he came to the architect's
defense when the responses became diatribes.
Before the debate at A&M, Tixas Architect edrtor
Aaron Seward had the opportunity to speak

with Gage and Schumacher about their views on
architecture and contemporary society, a discus-
sion that took its or.vn spirited turn. Following is a
transcripr of that conr.'ersation, edited slightly for
clarity and length.

Aaron Seward: Gabriel has frarned this
debate as a sort of Battle Royale between
two contrasting views. I think that you do
have contrasting views, but also you both
seem to be working toward sornething
very sirnilar, which is regaining sorne
power for the architecture profession.
Mark, you have this idea of object-ori-
ented ontology and how that rnight apply
to architecture to regain the building,s
legitirnacy as an object. And Patrik, you
have a systern or theory ofarchitecture
called Pararnetricisrn. So I,dlike to start
out by asking each ofyou to describe what
you rnean by these viewpoints and how
they present pathways for the profession.

Mark Foster Gage: The reason architects
started looking at object-oriented ontology is

because we realized that architecture was start-
ing to bejustified because ofits narrative, not
because of its qualities. I think that's something
that Patrik and I are allied on. You get an archi-
tect like Santiago Calatrava, who says that his
train station is like a bird, and the train station
looks like a bird, and it's valued for its ability to
reflect its birdness. In philosophy that's a form

of correlationism. The architecture gets its value
because olits relation to something else - in this
case, it's a metaphor.

Objecroriented ontology is a philosophi-
cal idea that emerged about 10 years ago, that
was a return in interest in looking at objects
for their qualities, not lor their relationships.
In that sense, it was very much against an idea
that says architecture is good because it's a
bird, or it's good because it's humanitarian, it's
good because it uses recycled materials - and
instead we're looking at qualities that architec-
ture actually produces.

That also has the spinoffeffect of being
opposed to Parametricism, which it wasn't
designed to do. It'sjust an aftereffect, because

object-oriented ontology places Iess importance
on relationships than on the objects themselves.

The interest in empowerment for architec-
ture is part ofthis discourse ofobject-oriented
ontology. The philosopher who developed it,
Graham Harman, bases a significant portion
of his philosophy on this Heideggerian idea
called the tool analysis. What that states is: I'm
holding this bottle olwater, and I'm about to
drink it, and because it functions so well and the
water isn't leaking, I don't notice it - it's not at
the foreground of my attention. It's only when
an obiect breaks, when this water bottle starts
leaking, that it comes to the foreground of my
attention, and I look: "Oh, my hand's getting
wet; where's it leaking from?" I take more of an
interest in the bottle itself. It comes to the front
of my attention and reveals qualities that I didn't
previously realize. That means that objects have

qualities that are normally withdrawn from
your access or attention. These qualities are
sometimes eternally withdrawn or temporar-
ily withdrawn. It's very interesting to think of
architecture, say, even a building, as something
that is not static, but has qualities that are with-
drawn and are only accessible in certain ways. It
makes buildings the sources ofcuriosity, rather
than one-liners, such as "birdness."

You combine Heidegger's tool analysis with
Louis Suilivan's statement, from 1896, which is

"lorm follows function." If form follows func-
tion, and all architecture looks like what it's sup-
posed to do, then, according to Heidegger, we,re
making an effort to make architecture seem

invisible to its users. Ifarchitecture looks like
its function and doesn't have any other ambi-
tions, then there's no reason for it to come to the
foreground olyour attention, which means that
it doesn't have any aesrhetic power.
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We're interested in looking at object-oriented

ontology as a \\,'ay to bring architecture back to

the foreground ofyour attention not necessar-

ily making it nonfunctional, but thinking of ways

which could reintroduce it to the public, to give it
what well-known philosopherJacques Rancidre

calls estrangement, or a "returning olinnocence
to the eye." And that's where the philosophy of
object-oriented ontology, the renewed interest in
aesthetics, and ideas like estrangement al1 come

together to form a foundation for an architecture

that isn't based on relations, isn't valued for its

relations, but is valued for its qualities that come

in and out ofattention - that parts are with-

drawn, even strange: not necessarily strangeness

lor the purpose ofbeing strange, but maybe

strange because it questions your idea ofreaiity,
or strange because it calls new attention to archi-

tecture and what architecture can do, as opposed

to relying on past conventions that we're all very

familiar with.

AS: There's an architect here in Texas who
contributed an article to Texas Architect
recently, arguing for architecture return-
ing to one ofits original purposes, which
was that of a rnass-broadcast rnediurn to
tell stories and to cornrnunicate. I wonder
ifthat at all plays into your ideas.

MFG: I think that's something that Patrik is

more interested in. I'm not inherently against

the idea. I think that we do run the risk of if
architecture is intended to communicate a single

thing. then that's an authoritarian position.

because it gives the architect the right to demand

what other people read into the architecture. So

in my own work we use lots of symbolic forms,

but we do it at such a high level of complexity

that no singular reading is required. There's the

possibility of multiple readings, and none of them

are right. So u'e never say our building looks like

a bird or our building is valuable because it's

humanitarian. The narrative becomes secondary

to the thing itself, and there's no authority that

tells you what's intended to be communicated.

So I would say that communication is a tertiary
interest in my project, while it probably forms

more of a primary interest in Patrik's.

Patrik Schurnacher: Architecture's ambition

olwithdrawing over-familiar motifs and intro-

ducing eiements of ambiguity, which maybe stir

creati\re conditions that aren't fully prescribed

these discussions we had under the flag of

These projects b2 Mark

Foster Gage National

Science and Innoaa-

tion Centre d Lithuania

(aboue) and House on lle
Rene-Lettasseur Acfi) -
emplol complexity as a

means of creating buildings

ruhose aesthetic presence

impacts the user aithout

imposing a singuLar or

author itar i an r e ading.
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Deleuze and Guattari's reading of r.'irtuality and
actualization. A lot olwhat I see in the archi-
tectural discourse surrounding triple-O merely
looks to me like a rebranding of quite familiar
tropes and insights and methodologies we've had
and explored rvith Parametricism.

MFG: \\'hicli ones?

PS: Well, for instance, the idea of multiple read-
ings, making strange for the purpose of stir-
ring innovation. For me, it's not about drawing
attention; it's about the unfamiliar as invitation to
break routines lor the sake of mutation, something
which stirs evolution. That's what we saw when
we reinhabited the old cities, rvhen old factories

were reappropriated for other purposes, so you are

confronted rvith a strangejuxtaposition, which is

often very fertile: for lofts, for new forms of art dis-

play, new forms ofraving events that needed that
shock of the Other. But then, of course, it's not
something r,vhich is forever just shock upon shock,

but there's shock, inspiration, utilization, and then
re-routinization for instance, tvhen East Berlin
was opened up. In the '80s, we've been doing this.
Eisenman rvas talkine about this: the machinic
process. It's kind ofan aleatoric interpretation and
appropriation process. These ideas are incredibly
familiar to me.

I do treasure to some extent that we can have

that disruptive otherness - olstrange spaces

and forms becoming conspicuous, confronting us

with wonder and curiosity - but it's one ingre-
dient, which needs to be applied in measured

doses, like a pharmaceutical. There needs to
be also that easy, nearly invisible environment,
where you don't want to pay attention. You have

purposes and things to do, and you want that to
be easy going. Architects need to achieve legibil-
ity in the face of complexitv. Citv-dwellers want
to achieve more during the day - to have more
interactions, more variety ofinteractions - and
need to be able to orient themselves within a

complex scene full of offerings. \\'e want to see

a rich diversity oflives congregating in the city,
and this new societal complexity is what Para-

metricism caters for. In Parametricism, there are
new vocabularies for creating an ordered variety
and lor building up complex relational situations.
You pull things together for the sake ofinteract-
ing, cooperating, being stimulated - being in a
network condition where what we do is cali-
brated with what everyone else is doing and is
continuously updating. This contrasts with mod-
ernist, suburban spreading out and separating

out oflives where we have been beavering away

in isolation, working on something we know and
are instructed to do.

I'm thinking about the general societal

historical conditions under which new regimes of
complexity can become interesting, and also that
need for continuous reinvention. For me, this ties

in u,ith market processes. In a centrally planned
societ\,, that kind of complexity and reinvention
will not be tolerated. Of course, the left is very
conflicted about the conception oldemocratic
allocation plans, versus the more bottom-up,
autonomous, spontaneous, anarchist versions,

which I think have more truth and historical
pertinence. This anarchism comes through
to philosophies like Deleuze and Guarrari's,
as well as in the philosophy of the speculative
realists. These philosophies are kind ofabstract
machines, in themselves, that actually don't have

a proper theory ofsociety, or indeed any theory
ofanything, but they are offering kind ofa rep-
ertoire ofconcepts, an algebra ofterms, tropes,
and analogies drawn out of complexity theory,
and drarvn out ofthe new kind olleft-wing for-
mations like the autonomia movement that aban-
doned the ideal ofthe Leninist Cader Party and
celebrated the free flow ofstruggles, assemblages

olagency. These conceptions were abstracted
and generalized in Deleuze's philosophy and can
be reinterpreted within architecture: smooth
versus striated, assemb.lage versus organ ism.

rhizome versus the arborescent. There's a whole
series ofcategories and concepts that had been

introduced into architecture by the generation
of architects that make up the movement I call
Parametricism; nameiy, the above-mentioned
concepts, as well as the concepts of "machinic
processes," and "the diagrammatic," understood
as the open-ended, inexhaustible potential of
forms and spaces. Especially these last-men-
tioned concepts are no\,v being rehashed and
rebranded by the architects working under the
fl ag of object-oriented ontology.

MFG: Yeah, except object-oriented ontology is

nearly precisely oppositional to all ofthose dis-
courses you mentioned. Significantlv, Deleuze
and Guattari are discourses olbecomine, are
discourses ofthings never being things, but
alrvays on the route to becoming other things.
Object-oriented ontology is a realist philoso-
phy that says exactly the opposite - that what
this thing is going to become is irrelevant to
what it is now. So we're looking at things for
their qualities at this moment in time, rather

than their trajectory as part ol some larger set

of relationships. Graham's fundamental ideas

of overmining and undermining are contra-
Deleuze. It's a very quick way to dismiss object-
oriented ontology, to just sav that it's something
vou alreadv read, but ifyou'd read object-
oriented ontology you'd knorv rhat it's, while
not reactionary to, it is significantly against
Deleuzian discourses of becoming. To make
connections between the two isjust ignorance.

PS: You are presenting triple-O as a radical
contrast and antithesis to Deleuze and Guattari's
work, and.Iam saying it isjust a kind ofnuanced
re-emphasis and rebranding.

AS: I'd like to direct this discussion to
sornething that you said in a recent inter-
view, Patrik, which is an objection to
the discursive, anything-goes rnode that
the profession has been in for sorne tirne
now. You're advocating a central theory
ofhow architecture should work, sorne-
thing that we should all share.

PS: Exactly. That's u,hy we have to stop the
rebranding and relabeling, because we share

a lot of ambitions and criticisms. We should be

criticizing the routine architecture of stereotypi-
cal conditions.

MFG: But horv is Parametricism not the
architecture of stereotvpical conditions? Every
Tuscan suburban house in America is para-
metrically designed.

PS: We have very similar critiques of, for
instance, Modernism, and even more so with
more traditional conceptions. \\re should see

those alignments. The things you've been saying
about offering a plethora of formalisms and
potential symbols without fixed meaning read
Brian Massumi on the concept of the virtual and
the way it works into architecture; look at the
competition of the virtual house in the mid-90s,
which was presented through ANY magazine:
This is nothing other than what vou'vejust been
saying.

MFG: If this has all been done before, why is,

for instance, Graham listed as one ofthe hun-
dred most-influential people in the art world? Is
itjust a reinvention?

PS: It's a rebranding.
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MFG: So the art world and the architecture rvorld

have.just had the rvool pulled over their eyes?

PS: Yeah, it's a rebrandirre, a rclabcline.

MFG: But Parametricism holds all the answers

lor the luture ofinnovation.

MFG: Yeah, and it's also a meaningless distinction.

PS: No; it's not meaningless. It excludes Mini-
malism; it excludes Chipperfield; it excludes

Postmodernism and asserts that Postmodernism

is atrocious!

MFG: You could absolutely have a parametricist

Chipperfield.

PS: No; that's not what I call Parametricism

Then you haven't read my books.

MFG: Then rvhat do you mean bv Parametri-

cism? Do you mean smooth surflaces?

PS: \{ell. ,vou should read the t'ork.

MFG: I rvould, if it r.vas legiblc.

PS: Read the writing. Read the heuristics. Read

the points. It's a clear distinction: It's not Post-

modernism, it's certainlv not N{inimalism, it's

not Deconstructivism.

MFG: You're using Parametricism to mean

something stylistically, not in its technical termi-

nology meaning?

PS: It comes rvith a methodologv, but it is also

recognizable in its phenomenologv and physiog-

nomy. But it's also quite diverse and rich.

MFG: But it needs to have no fisural outline,

no right angles, no straight lines.

PS: \ot necessarilr-.

MFG: But that's u'hat you \\'rotc.

PS: No, no. There can be degrees oforthogo-
nality, and fie1d conditions Irom the orthogonal

into the more multi-angled, and into the cur-

vilinear. There can also be layers. It lvorks out

of Dcconstructir.ism, in that it has lavering and

interpretations, but these lavers now no longer
just conflict with each other; instead, they reso-

nate with each other: One is inlerred from the

other, so the composition becomes more infor-
mation-rich, more navigable via inferences, as

well as more complex, more subtle. Gradients
are a new condition that didn't exist, but it
isn't the one gradient, the one single surface,

anymore, which dominated the early versions

of Parametricism. I call it "Foldism," now, in
retrospect. Foldism evolved into "blobism," and

now we are talking about somcthing which is

more sophisticated in its integration olmultiple
systems. I call it "Techtonism."

MFG: So sive me an example olthe more

sophisticated Parametricism.

PS: For instance, our Dongdaemun building
in Seoul, our Baku building fHeydar Aliyev

Centre], perhaps.

MFG: But that's entirely smooth. I thought you

said smoothness \{'as a condition of eariy Para-

metricism. Baku is the smoothest building ever

built in the history of the world.

MFG: \\ hat do -vou mean bv that?

PS: It has a series of layers. Smoothness nas a

very potent and powerful and radical

MFG: l)t'lcLrziarr term.

PS: radical innovation, which really shocked us

into new conditions never given before.

MFG: Never given before? \\'hat about [Fred-
erick] Kiesler? If you're going to accuse me of
rehashing old things, then we have to look at

smoothness in architecture as not being entirely

continsent upon the digital.

PS: It wasn't realized before. There were mavbe

intuitir.e precursors.

MFG: [Kiesler] called it the "Endless House,"

because it lvas smooth and endless.

PS: Maybe it is a precursor,

MFG: Okay, so if Parametricism has precursors)

then having a precursor isn't necessarilv a bad

thing, and you can't destroy triple-O for having

roots in Deconstruction.

PS: No, I'm not saying that. But you have yet to

tell me what's the critical advantage of triple-
O? \{hat's the innovation? I haven't seen any

advantageous heuristics coming out of triple-O.
There is something different, but I think that

difference is actually a negative - lor instance,

the idea that the relation to human purposes is

not to be ofparticular concern. And then you

use a label like anthropocentrism, which means

something very different, to try to denigrate

something which we should be able to take

lor granted, which is that we invest our labor,

efforts, and our resources into buildings so that

they serve our human purposes.

AS: The architecture profession in general
is having a lot oftrouble cornrnunicating
its value to the public. One of the ways
that sorne people have tried to correct
this is through extending the architecture
project beyond the building itselt into the
landscape, and to invite rnore disciplines
into the architecture practice: landscape
architecture, urban planning, et cetera.
How does this approach ofconnecting to
the public to try to corntnunicate architec-
ture's potential fit with your views?

MFG: Well, there's certainly an ambition now

to denigrate the designer and say that designers

no longer design things. Design is now "design

intelligence." I see positive aspects and negative

aspe cts of that. My worry is that it\ very fash-

ionable right now for architecture to be about

politics, or for architecture to be about the

natural use of, or design ofmaterials, or even

about nonhumans dealing with birds and

bees and stuff. That's fine, and maybe that's

interesting lor people. but at a certain point

someone has to do the built environment for

humans. If architects abdicate their responsibil-

ity towards that and it becomes unfashionable

to deal with buildings and urbanisms, then
we're really screwed.

AS: Is this part of the underrnining of
architecture that you've written about?

MFG: Y:s. ahsolutelv
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Continued on page 90

PS: \\tell, it's verv. very open and abstract.

PS: It has multiple conditions.
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The He2dar Aljea Centre

in Baku, Azerbaian, b)

/aha Hadid Arehitects is

a performing arts and cul-

tura ffacilit2 that breaks

from the country's Soliet-

era built enuironmp.nt

w i th its fow ard- lo o king

form. A prime example of
S chumac her's Parametri-

cism, here complexiqt and

lalering are emplolted to

irlfo r m u s a ge, fa c i lit at e

circulation, and bring

people together.
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JULY

Sunday 2

EXHIBITION CLOSING

Louviere + Vanessa :

Resonantia

Houston Center for Pho-

tography

1441 W. Alabama St.

Houston

hcponline.org

Sunday 9

EXHIBITION CLOSING

Purchased Lives

The Bullock Museum

1800 Congress Ave.

A,ustin

thestoryoftexas.com

Thursday lil
EVENT

North Texas Sustainable

Showcase

Plano Event Center

2000 E. Spring Creek

Pkwy.

Piano

ntxsustainab/es h owc a se.

com

Friday 14

EXHIBITION OPENING

Biennial 600: Architecture

Amarillo Museum of Art
2200 S. Van Buren St.

Amariilo

amarilloart.org

Saturday 15

EXHIBITION OPENING

Nature/Culture

Amon Carter Museum of

American Art

3501 Camp Bowie Blvd.

Fort Worth

cartermuseum.org

Monday 17

EVENT

Design Lecture: BIG Little

Houses

Dallas Center for Archi-

tecture

1909 Woodall Rodgers

Fwy.

Dallas

aiadallas.org

Saturday 29

EXHIBITION OPENING

2D/3D

Nasher Sculpture Center

2001 Flora St.

D: lla s

n a s h e r sc u I ptu r e c e nte r. o r g

FILM SCREENING

City Lights

The Paramount Theatre

713 Congress Ave.

Aust i n

austintheatre.org

AUGUST

Thursday 3 and Friday 4
EVENT

AIA Austin Summer Con-

ference

Norris Conference Center

2525W. Anderson Lane

Austin

aiaaustin.org

Friday 4
EVENT

Shoot'N'Skoot

AIA San Antonio

aiasa.org

Sunday 6

EXHIBITION CLOSING

California Dreaming:

Works by Ruscha, Hock-

ney, and Others

McNay Art Museum

6000 N. New Braunfels

Ave.

San Antonio

mcnayart.org

Sunday I!
EXHIBITION CLOSING

Ron Mueck

Museum of Fine Arts,

Houston

l00L Bissonnet

Houston

mfah.org

Friday 18

FILM SCREENING

Makers: Women Who Make

America

Dallas Museum of Art
1717 N. Harwood St.

Da las

dma.org

Saturday 19

EXHIBITION OPENING

Annabeth Rosen: Fired,

Broken, Gathered, Heaped

Contemporary Arts Mu-

seum Houston

5216 Montrose Blvd.

Houston

camh.org

Sunday 2O

EXHIBITION CLOSING

lris van Herpen: Transform

ing Fashion

Dallas Museum of Art
1717 N. Harwood St.

Dallas

mma.org

Thursday 24

EVENT

TxA Prosperity Conference

Wacc

texasarchitects.org

Saturday 26

EXHIBITION CLOSING

Dan Scanavino: Repeater

Moody Center for the Arts

6100 Main St.

Houston

moody.rice.edu

Sunday 27

EXHIBITION OPENING

Casanova: The Seduction

of Europe

Kimbell Art Museum

3333 Camp Bowie Blvd.

Fort Worth

kimbellart.org

FEATURED

Pipilotti Rist: Pixel Forest and Worry Will Vanish

The Museum of Fine Arts, Houston

mfah.org

THROUGH SEPTEMBER 17

Two works by Swiss artist Pipilotti Rist have been acquired by MFAH. Rist's work
tends to be immersive, centered primArily around video and digital media. ,,pixel 

For-

est" (above) comprises thousands of LEDs changing in sequence with video signals.
"Worry Will Vanish" is a dreamlike projection soundtracked by musician Anders

Guggisberg. The two installattons, which were conceived independenily, are here
presented together, forming a new synergy as they synchronize into a greater whole.

Roni Horn

Nasher Sculpture Center

n a sh e r scu I pt u rec e nter.o rg

THROUGH AUGUST20

Eight large, glass-cast sculptures by American artist Roni Horn occupy the main gal-
lery at the Nasher sculpture center in Dallas. lnfused with the natural light that filters
into the Renzo Piano-designed museum, the glass forms reveal their reflective and
translucent qualities. The series defies traditional definitions of glass art, expanding

the genre into the realm of sculpture laden with weight and presencel
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Texas
Society of
Architects

2Ol8 Design Expo
B-9 November
Fort Worth Convention Center

CALL FOR EXHIBITS

SUPPLIERS
Come show olf I Jorn archrtects desrgners, and dectsion

makers in a hands-on sellrng environment in the hottest

market rn the United States Limrted booth space avarlable

ARCHITECTS
Do you want to see your favorite new product in the 2018

Desrgn Expo? Please let us know! We have a special interest

in brrnging in suppliers for a 3D printing pavilion.

RESERVE YOUR BOOTH TODAY

Tod Stehling
Expo & Development Director
marketing@texasa rch itects. org

572 4787386

texasarchitects orglexhibitors
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Ilroducts

by Rita Catinella Orrell

Our focus on containers of all shapes and sizes includes a New York Citlr water

tower for your desktop and a shipping container that's been transformed into
a plug-and-play swimming pool.

C

Flow Bowl Collection

Alias

alias.design.com

Designed by the

Japanese firm Nendo

for the Italian brand
Alias, Flow BowI is a

new system ofcoffee

tables and furnishings
in different shapes and

sizes with tabletops

that seem to melt and

flow down to form a
container below. The
pieces, ranging from
side tables to vases,

have an enameled steel

structure and tops of
lacquered polyure-

thane in a range of
neutral colors.

Hedy Bench

Dan Brunn Architecture

danbrunn.com

Designed by the Los

Angeles-based archi-
tect Dan Brunn, AIA,
the limited-edition
Hedy Bench features

wooden slats with a

vividly hand-painted

abstract graphic

inspired by one of
his personal paint-
ings. Made of solid

European beechwood,

the bench features two

lB-in-deep drawers

that hold approxi-
mately 3.3 cubic ft of
space. Each bench is

hand-numbered and

signed by the archi-
tect, and measures lB

in wide by lB in tall by

60 in long.

Water Tower

Alessi

alessi.com

Inspired by the legacy of Aldo Rossi, architect
Daniel Libeskind has created a miniature work
ofarchitecture for the table that is an interpre-
tation of the iconic American water tanks seen

on New York City rooftops. The Water Tower's

mirror-finished cylinder ofstainless steel sits atop

a lattice-structure base, capped by a pointed lid.
It can be used to store sugar cubes at the kitchen

table, or to stash other items on the nightstand or
desktop.
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Modpools

Modpools

modpools.com

Unlike conventional

pools that can take

weeks to pour and

cure, a Modpool can

be up and running
within minutes of
its arrival. Made in
Canada from modified
shipping containers,

Modpools measure

BftX20ftorBft
X 40 ft and can be

installed either above

or in-ground. Water

te mperature, jets,

and color-changing

LED lighting can be

controlled via a tablet

or smartphone app.

The containers leature

a side-viewing window
and can be relocated

as well as transformed

into a hot tub with the

addition ofa special

divider.

Open Collection
Hastings Tile & Bath

hastingstilebath.com

The Open Collection

ofbathroom vanities

includes tall storage

cabinets and a range

of sink-height cabinets

with open shelves, solid-

surface countertops,

and one or two draw-

ers. Drawer fronts are

available in 36 colors

with matte or glossy

finishes or in l0 wood

finishes ranging from a

light Primitivo Chiaro

to a dark Wenge. The
insides ofthe open

shelves can be specified

in different colors for

more design options.

Wall*nut Hexagons

Think Fabricate

thi n kfa bricate.com

Created in collaboration between the Brooklyn-
based design studio Think Fabricate and its

affiliated architecture studio Doban Architec-
ture, this series olsculptural shelving modules

and decorative wall hangings can be outfitted
with mirrors, plant-holders, baskets, and small-

scale shelving. Made of wood (walnut, maple,

and MDF), teak, and mirror, the hexagonal
forms are available in a minimum order of three
and can be customized and combined in differ-
ent compositions to create wall installations for
residential and commercial projects.
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AV Infrastructure For Any Environment
Extron Electronics is a leader in the design and manufacturing of audio-visual system integration products for applications

ranging from classrooms, boardrooms, and lecture halls to medicalfacilities and control centers. For over 30 years, our

customers have trusted Extron technology and expertise when they design AV systems for the commercial, government,

education, and medical sectors.

Architect and Consultant Resources

Extron provides a number of resources for architects and

consultants to aid in the development of AV presentation

system proposals including :

. Autodesk@ Revit@ It/odeling Files

. AV System CAD Drawings

' Architectural & Engineering Specifications

' Design Guides for Specific Technologies

Design and Commissioning Assistance
Extron engineers have decades of experience in

providing personalized system design and prolect

commissioning assistance. We also offer a range of free

services, from equipment evaluation to complete system

design. Contact our 53 support line at 800.633.9876
with your p@ect details and we will help create a solution

that suits your needs.

Extron

t ,,1 ,il uilfi

Collaboration

800.633.9876 o www.extron.com
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Malone Maxwell Borson Architects

Furman + Keil Architects

Michael G. Imber Architects ::.-

f Jessica Stewart Lendvay Architects

Black + Vernooy Architecture
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Keep Texas Beautiful.
Hire an Architect.

Jay Corder Architect

.. BGK Architects

Dalgleish Construction is honored to have worked with some of
Texas' best architects over our 36 years in the industry.

Aamodt Plumb Architects
Atlantis Architects
Alix Design Studio
Baldridge Architects
Barley & Pfeiffer Architecture
BGK Architects
Black + Vernooy Architecture
CHAS Architects
Cornerstone Architects
Dick Clark & Associates Architecture
Edward B Frierson Architect
FAB Architecture
Furman + Keil Architects
Hobson Crow
Hugh Jefferson Randolph Architects
Jackson & McElhaney Architects
James Holland, Architect
Jay Corder, Architect

Jessica Stewart Lendvay Architects
John Grable Architects
J.W. Wood, Architect
Lake Flato Architects
Lou Kimball, Architect
Malone Maxwell Borson Architects
Mark Eubank, Architect
Michael G. Imber Architects
Mir6 Rivera Architects
Nic Holland Architects
Paul Lamb Architects
Rhotenberry Wellen Architects
Ryan Street & Associates
Shiflet Group Architects
STG Design
Steinbomer, Bramwell & Vrazel Architects
Tim Cuppett Architects
Tobin Smith, Architect
William Hablinski Architecture

,rtt+,rl\
Paul Lamb Architects www.dalgleish.net
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Research the Alamo

A new Alamo Plaza li/aster Plan has

stoked controversy in San Antonio,

and for good reason: lt proposes closing

streets, limiting the use of space to

approved activities, and creating an

expansive unshaded plaza surrounded

by a glass wall. Where does the city fit in?

An examination of the site's history offers

some context to the growing debate.

by Kathryn E. O'Rourke

Perhaps the best thing about the Alamo Plaza

Master PIan developed by the Texas General

Land Office, the City of San Antonio, and the

Alamo Endowment and unveiled this spring
is that it has ignited a public conversation about

urbanism and historv.

-a

Billed as "a new vision for sacred Eround,"
the plan proposes dramatic changes to the

narrow, roughly rectangular parcel ofland
between Houston and Commerce streets on the

north and south, the 19th- and 2Oth-century

commercial buildings on the west, and the

Alamo and the Menger Hotel on the east. The
centerpiece is a large, treeless plaza between the

Alamo and a proposed water channel in front of
the buildings directly opposite of it. These build-
ings' facades would be retained as the spaces

behind them are converted into a museum with
a rooftop observation deck. The plaza would
be framed, on the ground, with structural glass

to permit views of the earth and archeological

artilacts below. Panels of the same glass would
surround most ofthe plazaon the north and

south sides, and shape a monumental arch on

the south end, which is imagined as the main
entrance to the site. Pedestrians would arrive at
this "gate" from a wide, paved walkway begin-
ning at Commerce Street. The area in front of
the Menger Hotel would be planted with trees

and drought-tolerant plants.

In San Antonio, responses to the design - by
George Skarmeas, AIA, of Philadelphia-based

The plan calkfor

c onr er ting n e igh b oring

buildings into a museum

ruith an obseruation deck

ou er lo o king the re c onfi gured

space.
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Preservation Design Partnership have been

varied and voluble. Albeit for widely differing
reasons, no one seems particularly happy about
the scheme. Leading voices in the profession

have registered their concerns publicly, and the
AIA chapter has reminded passionate citizens
that a master plan is always only a beginning.
Why is it so hard to get Alamo Plaza right?

In part, it is because its character has never
been fixed. Since the establishment of the site

as a mission by Franciscan priests in 1744,rts

form and use have changed numerous times.
First developed to evangelize and solidify a

colonial foothold in a remote region of New
Spain as Iberian control ofthe Americas began

to weaken, the space was later used for mili-
tary purposes. After the Civil War, it became a

transportation hub, then a thriving commercial
center, and was ultimately reborn as the most

important tourist destination in the state. Even

the term "plaza," which had a very specific

meaning in Spanish colonial urban planning,

dictated by custom and the Laws olthe Indies,
is misleading. In 1930, a small plazalike space

in lront of the Alamo was created, and in the
late 1970s, the city closed the street that ran
directly in lront ofthis space and built the
limestone-paved"plaza" that is there today.

As a locus of aspirations lor and anxieties
about the character ofthe city and the state,

Alamo Plaza is unrivaled. For some, it is among

the preeminent symbols of a long, heroic effort

to spread the ideals of American democracy
west across the continent andis the icon ofTexan
exceptionalism. For others, it represents a destruc-

tive, Iargely unexamined, racialized jingoism

that underpins 21st-century prejudices. Despite

visitors' often-repeated complaints that the Alamo
is "smaller" than they had expected and that the

space in front ofit is "hard to understand," the

Alamo is the foremost embodiment of San Anto-
nio's Faustian bargain with the tourist industry.

The site area was first developed as the second

location of the Mission olSan Antonio de Valero,

rvhich was lounded on the west bank olthe San

Antonio River in 1718. The mission was moved

east of the river, to the present site olthe Alamo in
1724, after a hurricane. Its church, built 20 years

later, collapsed in 1756. Thereafter, the building
rve know as the Alamo was bcgun. W. Eugenc

George, FAIA's 196l drawings for the Historic
American Buildings Survey gives an excellent

idea of the mission as it was likely to have existed

in the third quarter ofthe l8th century. Like
16th-centurv missions in central Mexico, San

Antonio de Valero had an enclosed atrio, or lore-

court, in front of the chapel. Walls were olstone,

adobe, and wood. But unlike in the earliest colo-

nial missions, this three-acre atrio was positioned

at some distance in front of the church. A narrow,

two-storv cloister with arches ran along part of
the eastern perimeter ofthe atrio and opened onto

a yard whose southeastern corner abutted the

church. Like other Texas missions, San Antonio
de Valero's residential character also differenti-
ated it from its predecessors closer to Mexico City.

W. Eugene George, Jr.,
Alamo Sun.rcy, 1961.

Hi.rtoric American Build-

ings Suraelt, National

Park Sertice.
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People ofdifferent indigenous groups were housed

in dwellings arranged along the west, north, and

eastern walls and in apartments organized in five

rows roughly at the north-central end ofthe plaza.

The main entrance to the atrio was through the

south wall. Two irrigation ditches ran roughly

north-south on either side ofthe complex. San

Antonio de Valero was one of the most significant

regional adaptations of a 16th-century Mexican
mission, which itself r,r as the most important new

building type in colonial New Spain.

Less than 20 years after it was built, however,

the mission was secularized. Beginning in 1773,

a New Spanish cavalry unit used the compound

irregularly as a fort. The still unfinished chapel

served as a military church, and baptisms were

recorded as early as 1803. Although it was meant

to have a two-story retablo lacade and a pair of
towers, only the lower story, with its now-iconic
portal, stood. In 1813, a battle for Mexican inde-

pendence from Spain, and its bloody aftermath,

took place at the fort. After the battle of 1836,

Mexican soldiers destroyed what remained of
other buildings but lelt the debris-filled chapel

in place. In 1850, the U.S. Army modified the

chapel lor use by the quartermaster corps and
had possession ofit until 1876, except during the

Civil War. The army raised the walls, added win-
dows and a roof, and commissionedJohn Fries

(who designed the first Menger Hotel in lB5B)

and David Russi to create the beloved paraper.
Over the course ofthe second halfofthe l9th

century, the space west of the Alamo took on

the character olan urban commercial plaza.'Io
its east and south were the modest vernacular
houses that later inspired O'Neil Ford, FAIA. In
1880, the two-story Hugo and Schmeltzer store

occupied the former site of the cloister; a modest

meat market was in what had been the atrio.

By the l890s, the city we know today had come

into view. New three- and four-story commer-

cial buildings, including Allred Giles's four-part
Crocket Block and an opera house stood on the

west side of Alamo Street. To the north was

James Riley Gordon's Romanesque Revival post

office. The plaza had been paved (with mesquite

blocks), and an oval-shaped landscaped park with
winding paths, a bandstand, and a rock-encircled

"Mexican cactus" garden was installed.

This park was still in place when the plaza
and Alamo grounds were lully integrated into
a dense urban fabric in l9lB. The Hugo and

Schmeltzer store had been dismantled in 1913

for the rebuilding olthe lower walls of the clois-

ter, following a fierce 1905 debate about whether

RightAround 1880, a

meat market stood in the

Pla4.
Below /z approximatell

1890, a gardenfilled the

space.

BotlomAn aerial

aiewfroml9IB shows

the pla1.as\ relationship

to the growing city.
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the Alamo should be commemorated chiefly

as a battle site or as a mission. In the 1920s,

'Alamo Plaza Park" embodied the informal-
ity and genteel rusticity that were hallmarks
of San Antonio's spaces of leisure in the early

20th century. A new octagonal bandstand with
classical columns on a rock base replaced the

old one, and a small faux-bois bench by Dionicio

Rodriguez stood among palm trees. Images of
the park appeared on countless postcards, sug-

gesting that it was an important destination in

its own right. In 1926, Ralph Cameron, FAIA,
wedged the towering, l2-story Gothic Revival
Medical Arts Building into what had been the
northeast corner ofthe atrio, transforming the

scale of the space dramatically.
The Alamo Cenotaph, which the new master

plan calls to have relocated, was dedicated in
1940 on a narrow strip between Alamo Street

and the cloister wall. By then, the park was

bisected to accommodate vehicular traffic along

Crockett Street. The land behind the Alamo,
between Houston and Bonham Streets, had

been developed as a park, a change that con-

tributed to the denaturing of the Alamo itself as

part ofthe city and anticipated the catastrophic

demolitions throughout downtown San Antonio
in the decades to come.

Alamo Plaza is one node of a historically
shifting constellation ofimportant spaces in San

Antonio. Its symbolic and emotional charge

makes it easy for one to lose sight of this aspect

ofits history. The conundrum ofhow to shape

it today reflects one ofthe curiosities - and

opportunities - oldowntown San Antonio:
There is not a single "center." Today, there are

three important plazas. In the lBth century, San

Antonio de Valero, with the Cathedral of San

Fernando and the settlement later known as La
Villita was one of the three places that define d

the town. A century later, planners understood

Alamo Plaza in relation to Main Plaza, as well
as to San Pedro Park to the northwest. (In 1729,

land around the springs there had been desig-

nated for public use, and in lB5B City Council
inaugurated the modern park.) Streetcar lines

ran between the plaza and the park, and when

Alamo Plaza got its new bandstand, the old one

was taken to San Pedro Park, where it remains.

At the time the city installed the garden in lBBB,

it also created one at Main Plaza. Alderman
A.W. Wulff, who immigrated to San Antonio
in 1850 from Germany, had suggested these

horticultural beautifi cations.

Seen in light olthe plaza's history and 2ist-

century realities, the new master plan is baff1ing.

It proposes evoking the site's life as a working
mission, presumably to satisfy those who desire

greater acknowledgement ofthe experiences of
indigenous Texans, and to create a space in which
it is easier to visualize a battle. The absurdity of
creating wide expanses of unshaded, imperme-

able surfaces in San Antonio is surely plain to
anyone who has ever been in the city long enough

to leave the airport. As downtown slowly recovers

lrom the loss of so much historic fabric to parking

-

Top Alamo Plaga Park

uith its second bandstand

and cactus garden,

c. 1924.

Abovelz 1936, the gar-

den east of the Alamo was

installed. The cenotaph is

at lower left. Photograph,

c. 1940.
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lots and HemisFair, the argument for creat-
ing more vastly scaled space and then walling
it offfrom its surroundings is equally puzzling.
The eflect ofthe proposed barrier would be

particularly pronounced on the north end,

where Cameron and Paul Cret, AIA's Hipolito
F. Garcia Federal Building and U.S. Court-
house stands, with its major WPA mural, "San
Antonio's Importance in Texas History." A more
compelling scheme would find ways of integrat-
ing Alamo Plaza with the city around it, spatially
and symbolically. It might do this by clarify-
ing thc plaza's relationship to the San Antonio
River, whose banks beyond downtown havc

been so effectively reshaped, and by creating a

less specifically programmed space that sup-

ports a wide variety of activities, memories, and
fantasies. Such a design should more powerfully
acknowledge climate and climate change, and it

must grapple with the political contexr in which
it was born.

Alamo Plaza cannot be only for tourists and
reenactors. It must belong to San Antonians.
Although the master plan was in the works long
before undisguised prejudice against Mexicans
helped propel a wall-obsessed man to the presi-
dency, history will judge it in light of that event.

We need symbolically rich, broadly meaning-
ful public places more now than at any time in
the last halfcentury. Fifty-seven percent ofsan
Antonians are Mexican-Americans; in 2020,
more Texans will be Latino than white. Building
walls is the last thing we should do.

Remarkably unchanged in 250 years is the
iconic portal of the Alamo itselL lt is mentioned
and reproduced less often than is the parapet, yet

is the most potent material reminder ol'a story
even more extraordinary than the invention of

Left and below right
The plan callsfor

partia@ enclosing the

site witlt glass walk that

would shape a south-

facing "gate."

Below left The current

aiew doun Alamo Pla4
uith the cenotaph seen on

the left.

Texas. Shaped partly by indigenous hands, it
is a regionalized baroque interpretation ofthe
classical triumphal arch that Sebastiano Serlio
first illustrated in "Tutte l'opere d'architettura, et

prospetiva," in 1540. The portal is a sign of the
Iong reach olthe Italian Renaissance across

the Atlantic Ocean, through Mexico City, all
the way to a remote, dusty site in the province
ofCoahuila y Tejas. It puts the challenge ofthe
plaza design in perspective. At its core, ours is a

struggle to realize more perfectly our inheritance
of the humanistic ideals first articulated in the
Renaissance. With the portal, the plaza's chang-
ing form reminds us that the movement of ideas

and people at the heart ofour shared history is
what makes it heroic.

Kathryn O'Rourke is an associate professor of art his-

tory at Trinity University.
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(Sub)Urban Home
DESIGNED BYTOD WILLIAN/S BILLIE TSIEN ARCHITECTS,

THE CHEATHAIV RESIDENCE WAS THE FIRST HOUSE

BUILTAT DALLAS'URBAN RESERVE THE OWNERS ALSO

DEVELOPED THE NEIGHBORHOOD - AN ENCLAVE OF 50

N/ODERN HON/ES THAT SEEK TO FOSTER AN INTIN/ATE

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE NATURALAND BUILT

ENVIRONN/ENTS

by Michael Friebele, Assoc. AIA

Proiect Cheatham Residence, Dallas

Client Diane and Chuck Cheatham

Architect Tod Williams Billie Tsien Architects I Partners

Design Team Tod Williams, FAIA; Billie Tsien. FAIA; James Chavel

Photographer Craig Blackmon, FAIA
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F rom outside, at certain angles, the Cheatham Residence is screened

from view by vegetation. Visitors catch just an enticing glimpse of
the exterior screen, where it rises above the treetops. Below the lealy
boughs, the CMU-clad superstructure appears, a solid base for the float-
ing mass of the house. On the sidewalk, joggers and families skirt the
occasional curious architecture lan.

This residence and its relationship to the surroundings epitomizes the
development Diane Cheatham envisioned when she established the Urban
Reserve - a neighborhood of 50 sustainably designed, contemporary
homes located on a sliver of land between the commercial thoroughfares
Forest and Royal lanes in North Dallas. The DART train line runs along
the west side of the community, separating it lrom Cottonwood and White
Rock Creeks. Beyond is a typical expanse ofmid-century suburban sprawl.
In such a setting, creating a "reserve" is no small feat.

Having completed a number of projects in Oak Lawn and other
Dallas neighborhoods, Cheatham turned to creating a community
steeped in modern design. "In the Urban Reserve, every house does not
have to be an award-winning design," she says. "Modern housing in the
2Oth century established many things that benefited our community
and way oflife. The development sought to connect people based on the
things they love."

Each ofthe 50 lots in the development has two edges: an "urban" edge

and a "natural" edge. In 2006, Cheatham worked with Robert Meckfessel,

FAIA, of DSGN and landscape architect Kevin Sloan to create a series of
design standards and site requirements to ensure that any home built at

Urban Reserve adheres to the values of the communitv.

The Cheatham Residence, set at One Vanguard Way near the entrance
to the neighborhood, expresses the community's vision on a personal level

Diane designed and built it for herselt and she lives there with her hus-

band, Chuck. When it came time to find an architect that would match their
direction and passion for the development, Diane and Chuck were drawn
to Tod Williams, FAIA, and Billie Tsien, FAIA. They met at a lecture rhat
Tsien had given in Dallas, and discovered a deep, mutual respect for design.

"The Urban Reserve is a very well-rounded development with a strong
sense of social responsibility," \\'illiams says. "Out of the requirements,
the development became very meaningful for the city." Tsien says: "Diane
developed the Urban Reserve out of a clear love for the community."

Since 2008, Chuck and Diane have inhabited the result ofthis pro-
ductive collaboration. Their satisfaction and pride are evident. "I like
the main part of the home ," comments Chuck, referring to the massive,

third-floor living space . "It is a pleasant space to be in, with the quality
of light through the trees." The main portion of the home soars above the
second floor - u'hich is mostly outdoor space - and the ground floor, with
its guest quarters. It has been compared to a (very luxurious, extra-special)
treehouse. "The house had no real views to speak of," Williams says.

"Therefore, we opened the home to views of the canopy of trees."

The organization and articulation ofthe house create a clear link
between the urban and natural edges ofthe site, and this relationship
is expressed in thc building section. The first level, clad in sandblasted

concrete block, anchors the architecture visually to the ground. This base

contains (among other things) two guest rooms, the garage, and the stair
and elevator that lead to the upper floors. Each guest space has its own

42 Texas Architect 7/8 20t7
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Previous and facing

Materi a lit2 and tran s p ar-

ency defne the public/pri-

oate massing of the home.

A metal screen shades east

and southfaces.

Clockwise from top
letlThe house's "urban

edge" as seenfrom Van-

guard Way The house's

"natural edge" e lea ation

is composed of concrete at

the base and uood aboae,

responding to the transition

between ground and tree

canoplt. The main exterior

stair keeps residents aware

of the house\ relationship

with the site. A generous

reaeal admits dallight to

the koi pond in the guest

quarters.
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sitting area, bathroom - and access to and from the house without passing
through the hosts'quarters. Framed views of the wooded ravine comple-
ment the cast-in-place concrete finish. A central koi pond andJapanese

garden punctuate the silence and the solitude.
A secondlevel terrace, shaded all around by an overhanging main floor,

locuses on the connection with the outside. This is where "urban" meets
"natural" in the most literal way. There is an office space on this level, but
its main function is to entertain guests and experience the landscape. A
pool, jutting westward, captures the sunset on the horizon with the tree
canopy below, and affords a passive cooling method for the dining area,
which is tucked undernearh the volume of the third level.

An expansive metal screen wraps the south and east sides of the
house. This armature links the overall composition visually with the
scale ofthe neighborhood and shades the home and the eastern exterior
stair. Williams and Tsien likened the interior program ro a privare city
condo - only in the woods, and with enough space to accommodate the
couple's way of life. Diane's love of cooking and her conviviality influ-
enced the placement ofthe kitchen at the heart ofthe third level. Living
and dining rooms that are open in plan with views of the trees on all
sides flow to the north. Diane's oifice and library, the master bedroom,
and supporting private spaces are locate d to the south, with ample shad-
ins from the screen and framed views of the rest of the Urban Reserve
development. The entire floor is linked by a circulation spine that runs
along the eastern edge ofthe house, where the couple's art collection is

on display.

The Cheatham Residence is the tallest of the Urban Reserve houses, yet
it does not shout about its position in the community. Rather, the architec-
ture is understated and in balance with the surroundings. Williams and
Tsien's tectonic treatment - an essential aspect of their work makes this
possible. The form is a play of response and dcfinition, seen in moments
like the subtle balcony that extends from the Cheathams'private space

on the upper floor, or the articulation ofthe facade within the treehouse

volume, which addresses the sun and the need for privacy. As is required
olall homes in the Urban Reserve, the materials are sustainable and were
sourced regionally. "We were always in dialogue with Diane about what
materials could be available locally," Williams says.

As the build-out of the Urban Reserve approaches completion, each ol
the 50 homes has a story to tell. At One Vanguard Way, the relationship
between architect and owner proved to be the most important aspect olthe
design. The give-and-take dialogue required constant collaboration and
just as much input from the owner as lrom the architect. Project architect

James Chavel recalls Cheatham as someone who "was amazing at making
decisions about the selection of things." He savs, "Diane's input was a big
part of the design process." Williams lurther explains: "lt was great that
Diane had a passion for the house. We came to expect something very
similar out of the project." Diane is currently embarking on another Urban
Reserve development, which will no doubt yield more collaborative archi-
tectural projects and anothcr fine piecc of Dallas' built environment.

44 Texas Architect 7/8 20t7

lr/ichael Friebele, Assoc. AlA, is a project designer at Perkins+Will in Dallas.
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FLOOR PLANS
1 ENTRY
2 KOI FISH PONO
3 GUEST QUARTERS
4 OFFJCE
5 ENTERTAINING
6 POOL TERRACE
7 LIVING
8
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KITCHEN
MASTER SUITE

DINING
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Facing clockwise from

top left The kitchen

is located at the heart oJ

the home. The Cheath-

ams'personal bed and

bathroomsface south

w i th o p enings th at frame
t,iews of specific landscape

1ftatures. The liuing room

-faces north, its glass walh
peering through the tree

cano!).
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One Step Closer
to Arcadia?

Lars ltt-up antl

,\tott Llolnmn

Current means of mass
production could be
used to make better
architecture.

1i2 G[i
On the Beach

Here is one proposal
for developing more
responsibly in arid lands.

Iizl

llr mutt thrnge tlte ron-tislenty of suburbia lo fnorlurr aJillr idcgrotrd omdet ri!"t.

Tlte opotttitt:. dititirt logit of 20tlrcntmt urhanisnt mu.tl ly oi:er*tnt.

- Lars Lertrp and Scott CoLnan. ''Otre Srep (lloser to Ar-caclia3" ip. 4Bi

'l'he goinu narlativc in archilecturc ald urb:rnism circles tells that. in the

21st centurr'. Anrerican critics ale erol,ing il population nhile l;ecom-
ins clenscr and more rtalkable, u,ith bettcr access via multiplr modes of
trirnsportation. Thr: rcturn to the urban corc initiated l-r1-Gencratiorr X
at the end ofthc 20rh crntllr\: has been colsolidattd and sccured br.tht:
millennials. *ho have siuritizcd the olce-dilaPidated tcr-r-ain r acrre lett
in tlre n,akc o1'u hite flight n-ith coffee shops. bike lanes, and far.m-to-
tablr re staurants. \\'hat rlas once olcl is nerv agail. \\'hat r.r-as oncc edg1.

ancl dangtrous luel lor tht: lielrtrnarcs olsul:nrbilll prrr-cnrs is norr

qu:rint. cutesv. unaffirrdablt.
'I'he uarrzrtivc isn't rlrotrg. l;ut it ignoles the I'act that. all this timc.

the suburbs h:rr.e also beel grorving. 'I'he ovcrall trend of urbanization
ir-r thc United Statcs iaccording to the ?010 census, 80.7 pcrcent olthc
poPulatioD nor| lit'cs in ur"ban aleasj is in largc part dlre to n-rore people
mor-ing to tlre suburbs.

Here in Teras, land of thc automobilc. this trutl'l is clifficuit to ignore .

Oul tl.o l:rrgcst cities, both in the nridst of inncr-url;an rcvir.als. are casrs
in point. 1'he sulltrrbs of-Dallas :rrc burstonins l.irh ar'i influs ol'rational
and multinational corporzrtc c:urlplrscs. rvhikr the prairie sur-roundine
Houstorr continncs to be par.ed or.cr rr,ith a prolision of subdir.isions ser-

viced bv the evcr-cxpandinq lrub-and-spoke lrccrr.at sl.sterr.r.

lt this feature on delsitt' and splarrl, u.e examine'l-esas isublurban-
ism in the 2lst ccrlurr': ir-naginine hou. e r-ntrging tcchnologies and
cultr:ral el'olntions rnisht clitrnge the aspect of sprar.rl; suggcstinq. Ilo\\,
the mechanisr-ls of mass-m:rrket production couid bc harnessed lor more
dir.else architectural exprc-ssiorr: proposinr:= ii more ecologicallv strnsi-
tivc na-v of dcleloping cities on thc Great Plains: and assessing trvo o1'

Austin's attempls to create pocke ts of del.qit,,..

The Domain Northside
and 5O0 West 2nd
Street are two versions
of contemporary Texas

urbanism.
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One Step Closer
to Arcadia?
C LI IVATE C HA N G E. EN VI RO N N/ E NTA L D E PR E DATI O N.

POPULATION EXPLOSION DWINDLING RESOURCES

THERE'S NO DOUBTABOUT lT:THE EXtSTtNG N/ODE OF

SUBURBAN DEVELOPIVENT IVUST CHANGE EIVERGING

TECH NO LOG I ES AN D TH E SOC I ETAL ADJ USTIV ENTS TH EY

PROPAGATE ARE OFFERING SON/E CLUES AS TO HOW OUR

DIVIDED CITIES N/IGHT BECON/E IVORE INTEGRATED AND

SUSTAINABLE

by Lars Lerup and Scott Colman

Drawings by Lars Lerup

Housing Subdivision Derelopers erroneously refer to a

subdbision as a "communit1," but the onllt common-

ali4t in the subdiaision is the economic status olfits

residents. In a process of ditision, the deaeloper intro-
duces a sacrosanct distance - betueen tracts, plots,

dwellings, ownership, and responsibilities - that

ensures the expression - the apparent preseraation

of "rugged indiaidualism." The sketclt is adapted from
a sales brochure exemplifling a standard subdiuision of
single-fomill houses.

The Subdivided City
While city boosters boost, global warming slips by. Suburbia is rarely seen,

despite the glaring light ofdav. For mvopic urbanists, suburbia is terra
incognita. But rvhen you come to realize that the vast majority of Ameri-
cans live there, suburbia can no longer be rvritten offas mere sprawl.

When the suburban project began in earnest in the late 1940s, it was a
complex and lortuitous juxtaposition of social change, postwar euphoria,
emerging markets, banking, legislative policy, real estate coups, dissatisfac-
tion with urban conditions, segregation, and technology. In Levittown -the poster child for these developmcnrs - the suburban project obtained
its potent formulation: The American Dream of the detached single-family
house. The lateral shift from the cramped tenement at the center to the
isolated drvelling on the periphery constituted at once the emancipation
and the explosive atomization of the city.

In the subsequent 70 years, our cultural obsession with suburban home
ownership has scarcely been questioned. The liberated house remains on
its pedestal - a private plot of land, with a front yard in which to park the
new car, a back yard for the customary barbecue, and side yards to keep
neighbors at a certain distance - while the costly side plots (car depen-
dencv, commuting time, traffic problems, infrastructure cost, food deserts)
dogging rhese "communities without propinquity,, (Melvin Webber) have
been dismissed as externalities.

The suburban lilestyle inhabits a dimension olapparently endless time
and space. While the effects of decentralization on the center have been
carefully monitored and the necessary (mal)adjustments of the central city
made, the suburban conception has remained blithely unchanged. Steadily
grorving, subdivision by subdivision, emptying the city oftax revenue and
population, hiding from societal responsibility behind counry lines, rhe
suburban mindset comlortably assumes legal and ethical isolation.

There has been little pressure for change. Most developers have had
no motivation to reconsider the suburban blueprint. They concentrate on
refining the business model, not reforming the project. Aside from the rare
opportunity to design the odd house, alteration, or addition, architects -self-ascribed change agents have given little thought to this realm. With
the architectural and urban models caicified, our suburban landscapes
petrified and the advertised American Dream became a cartoon.

There has been little apparent need to worry - untii recently. Between
window shutters fixed for looks, detached homes still peer into the dol-
drums rvith a fenestrated blank stare. But the lrozen smiles rhat our
"housey-houses" now cast across the crew-cut, "crabgrass frontier,, (Ken-
neth T.Jackson) are increasingly robotic. Lights now turn on and offby
themselves. Televisions make suggestions. Screens proliferate and expand.
Alarm systems scan. Thermostats surr.eil. Garage doors open and close
remotely. Car heaters anticipate commures. Increasingly sophisticated leaf-
blowers and ant-killers maintain the Garden Citv,s quasi-English atmo-
sphere. Perhaps only gadgetry and buffalo srass evolve in suburbia.

But look closely and you will see the social realm driftins, too. In the
isolation ofsuburban life, the tedium once anesthetized by TV and alcohol
is now also opiated bv YouTube and devastating chemicals. Between
increasingly rare jobs, few hunker down in the garage to invent. Should the
gizmo work, the mythic innovator moves to Silicon Valley, Austin, or some
other suburban exception to float an IPO. While the ,homemaker,, today
a rare ornament in rhe shrinking middle class, goes to yoga (no longer
the bridge club) once in a whiie, most have no time to get bored; they,re
exhausted, struggling long hours in the vain hope ofmaking a living wage.
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While most have been reduced to 'the help,' the 'lucky ones' are

trapped within the corporate hothouse. Pick any large company that

began its migration from the center in the 1970s. By placing the back

office in the suburb, the company could tap a well-educated workforce

of mothers-at-home. Work and services lollowed the migrating labor

markets. \\rhile the suburbs slept, in a process much like cell division, the

traditional downtown spawned a new generation olsub-centers, abrogat-

ing thc long-standing hierarchy ofcity center and suburban peripherl,.

The morphology olthe city still fiscally, legally, and conceptually a

lried egg no longer perpetuated the established binary relationship.

Office parks, strip developments, and shopping malls (advertising pseudo-

civic engagement) dropped into the urban pan, introducing new, pale

yolks into the rvhite consistency. \Vith this radical atomization, the city

and the large corporation entered the polycentric stage. Division by divi-

sion, sub-center by sub-center, the polycentric city spread its richness and

its problems over the entire planet.

Today, while the main office consolidates in a rvorld-city, the branch

office is under siege. It is no longer a privilege to work at home; minimizing

overheads lor the employer, it is the 'preferred' mode. The subdivision is the

new rvorkplace. The continental 'eight-hour day,' extending from coast to

coast, demands attention from 6 a.m. to B p.m. Our global digital connectiv-

While these uirtual commotions lcnock at suburban

ljfesQles, the pol2centric uniuerse prl@rates and,

tuhether obliuious or petrffied, suburbia ffirs its

eaer-present grin.

ity eliminates downtime entirely. \Vithout dress code or commuting time.

the four-dimensional, multi-tasked workspace of email, virtual conlerencing,

chat apps, telephone calls, texting, and tracking ensures surveillance. Face-

to-face is, lor bettcr or worse, fading into the past or is being replaced

by the pixelated screen even as the intensity ofthe city virtually invades

the home. We windorv-shop in browsers, forage along the infinite sheives

ofonline retail, and socialize in apps. A cadre of'concierge' businesses,

from roaming maids to Amazon and DHL delivery, service the privileged

domestic interface with well-packaged products and missives from the

business ecosphere. Drones have appeared on the horizon. The distinction

between r,vork and leisure has disappeared. A precarious part-time worklorce

has emerged. The world continually buzzes in our pockets, interrupting

cohesive thought. Phvsical isolation, stratification, and segregation intersect

rvith unceasing connectivity, an unrelenting electronic bombardment, and

the constant chase for work. An overheated, stormy atmosphere of attention,

instant response, constant performance, over-reaction, paranoia, misinlor-

mation, and lear dominates our politics and our problems.

While these virtual commotions knock at suburban lifestyles, the poly-

centric universe prolilerates and, whether oblivious or petrified, suburbia

offers its ever-present grin. But, more than anything else, one simple

"inconvenient truth" undermines our capacity to keep up this facade:

Suburbia is an unsustainable energy-sink. As climate change begins to

affect our health, our budgets, our insurance costs. our economy, our global

political stability, and our prospects, even the most somnolent suburbanite

will slowly wake, unable to ignore the lacts lapping or shimmering, as

the case may bc at their doorstep.

Suburbia Defrocked
The rising generation has demonstrated a greater affinity for metropoli-

tan life. Fewer are driving. Fewer uproot their nascent urban lifestyles

to plant kids in the fields. Nationally, migration to the suburbs has

begun to ebb. In growth areas like Texas, this may not yet be the case.

In Houston, 60 percent of the population lives in single-family houses.

But the construction ofdetached drvellings is now outpaced by that of
multi-family units. Although these developments lack the yard-worlds

the suburbanite once expected, they seldom provide adequate compen-

satorl,collective space. Normally, the amenities of the densifying inner

ring provide compensation. But in suburbs such as Katy, far-flung from

the historic center of Houston, extraordinary compactions of stick-built

density rise, scarcely accompanied by public lacilities. The four-story,

football-fields-long housing developments emerging out olthe prai-

rie attract those desperate for affordability. The bucolic field of small

houses and private landscapes is becoming an open, windsrvept plain of

gigantic domicile boxes.

Many now proffer their services by constantly circulating from dwelling

to dwelling or moving from location to location, attending to the main-

tenance ofone technical device or another. Some still travel 20, 30, 40

miles to a node in the polycentric sprawl. Others, 'fortunate' to labor lrom
homc, are ensconced in a modicum of outdoor space and an abundance of

air-conditioning. In any event, the once idyllic and convenient suburb is

increasingly and rapidly becoming a chore and an inconvenience' Peaking

above the sprawling rooftops of historic growth and casting long shadows

from newer developments is a dawning realization: The secmingly benign

and long-ignored externalities of suburbanization, in all its lorms lrom

the emerging nouveau-riche suburbs of the oil patch to the creeping

expanses of our established cities - are the culprits in the unfolding drama

ofour environment.

Although it may not be immediately obvious amid the lalse hopes

and convenient haze ofsprawl, things have changed. It is high time

we took a closer look at the suburbs. In order to engage the reality ol
our declining suburban lifestyle, we must see the suburbs as a critical

component of the city equation. We should do so, not just because it
is blatantly unpopular to argue that rve must all live in "the culture of

congestion" (Rem Koolhaas) but, more profoundly, because the poten-

tial lor an enhanced suburbia will contribute to the resilience ofsociety

and the planet.
A reformist attitude may not be necessary. Given the immediacy and

the implications of the issues we face, suburbia will be forced to change .

Beyond Subdivision
Ifyou acknowledge that the resources we rely on from land to encrgy

are finite, then you realize that the American Dream is in lor hard

timcs. The commonplace supposition of 'sustainability' is that suburbia

can be upgraded, tweaked, and retrofitted toward energy efficiency, in
pace with changing energy costs and our developing expectation for crea-

ture comforts. We should be suspicious of the ease with which 'sustain-

ability' has been adopted as the fix. Even if we develop the will, it is highiy

unlikely that suburbia can be re-engineered to meet our environmental

demands in this way. The scale of cuts in energy expenditure required to

stabilize our planetary atmosphere cannot be attained by individual or

piecemeal adjustments. They necessitate a fundamental re-conception of

the distributed city itself.
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Enhanced Subdivision Eco-bufs purchase a subdiui-

sion at the lapse of a 201ear "deed restriction."

Reuritten, the new deed mandates a progressitte

ecologt. Each prlpert) lwner inaests in the planting
of a suitablefora of treesfor the purpose of producing

sylaan building materials. The haruested materials
will be processed in a central lumberlard and used to

re-clad facades and replace jailing building elements

with sustainable alternatiaes. With time, the hard-
scapes of suburban streets, cul-de-sacs, and driueua2s

are replaced b1 permeable paaing that preseraes access

for lightueight driaerless uehicles while focilitating
natural ground couer. There is a concerted ffirt to

rejuaenate the topsoil b7 eliminating pesticides and
planting naturalfit pest-resistant grasses. Leaf blowers

and laun maintenance equipment become quil/cal
a r tfa c t s of 7 e s t e 11 e ar.
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Subdivision Rethought,4 gro up of designers,

sub scribing to Donald J udd's admonition agains t

building on airgin Land, seeking to fee the sleep

prices of the speculatiue housing market in the inner

citl,form a loose collectite and, emplolting aform of

under-the-radar land banking, purchase a dilapidated

subdioision next to afreewaltt intersection. The old

subdiaision becomes unrecogni4ble . Existing houses

are demolished and recltcled, and a new housing ltpe is

deueloped that triples theformer densitl. With natural

HVAC slstems and a radical change in llfesQle, energlt

use plummets. Promoting collectfue innouation, the

subdiuision deuelops neru.forms of neighborhood llfe and

creatiae collaboration what Michael E. Porter calls

a "cluster," aform of "subdiaision corporation"

deaelopingnew products in a communal "garage"for

the emerging digital economlt. With time, the collectiue

becomes a ltolitical concord unified around a "de.sign

philosoph2" straddling the customar) dioision betueen

LeJt and Right. This mini-democracy gains consider-

able political pouer in the countl and becomes a model

for a suburban politics that radically transforms the

diuisions ofthe old polleentric citl into an integrated

fi eld of co I la b oratia e re lations hip s.
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While the basic consistencv olour suburban fabric has remained the
same, we must recognize that the mid-20th-century conception of the city
(a frying egg, rvith a coherent center and a clear peripherl) u,as long ago
subsumed by a polvcentric field (a pan of lrying eggs), extending as far
as topographic limits would allow. As we turn up the heat on the city in
the 2lst century - as population increases, unbuilt land becomes scarce,
and the atmosphere intensifies - the existing conception ofthe suburbs
will need to be upended. We must change the consistency of suburbia to
produce a fullv integrated omelet cit1.. The operative, dir.isive logic of 20th-
century urbanism must be overcome .

In the single-family house, the consumptive ills of detachment have
long been recognized. But the subdivision has been the fundamental
agent ofdivisive growth in the dispersed city. House, landscape, and
infrastructure have always been inextricably bound. Agglomerated, this
assemblage now forms the vast majority of inhabited space. Our Rice
University colleague Albert Pope calls the "ladders', of'ertebrate streets
ending in cul-de-sacs the "deep structure" ofthe suburban concep-
tion. Oriented to a central spine, the ladder turns its back on the world.
Placed beside each orher, two ladders or ladder sets (subdivisions) always
leave an unattended gap, a frazzled, no-man's land, between them.
Unconsciously, the car skips across these voids, displacing geography
with energy and speed.

We can no more eliminate this (at present, wasteful) interstitial terri-
tory than u,e can rvholly abandon the suburban inlrastructure everywhere
tattooed onto the planet. But, tvith no solution to sprawl, we can accept its
existence and begin anew. \\Ie should no longer conceive the subdivision as
an island in isolation.

Frank Lloyd Wright forged a remedy for suburbia before the fact. In
1932, Broadacre City already displayed an answer. Although he never
realized his plans, \\'right untiringly advocated his dream ofan Arca-
dian city. In Broadacre, \\rright incorporated the essential dependencies
ofhuman habitation, such as agriculture (glaringly absent in suburbia)
and the 'city' (which appears in \!'right's proposals as recreation facilities,
apartment buildings, laboratories, factories, and discrete civic institutions),
that, strategically combined with shaped open space, annihilate the unat-
tended displacements of sprawl. No doubt met bv the bemused smirks of his
audience, \\Iright boldly injected hybrid cars and drone-like flying'ehicles
into his srveeping panoramas. Little did we know that, in suburbia, \\,right
pursued not nostalgia for the past but a dream olwhat now seems like an
attainable luture.

Ever since the development ofthe spinningjenny, work has been
ransferring from hand to machine. Today, this transfer occurs with diz-
zying speed. The messenger ofchange is about to slip through the gates of
the subdivision - nor by means of the private automobile that made the
subdivision possible, but in a srrange new vehicle with no steering wheel
and no controls. Ifthe car begat suburbia, this upgrade mav lead to its
resurrection: The autonomous car is at the door. The pivotal technology of
the coming'Mobility Interner,' this self-driving robot will, like rhe smart-
phone, transform our sense ofdistance and time.

Although the exact details and ramifications are guesswork, it is
probable that, with a subscription and the touch ofan app. hands-free
transportation will arrive at the doorstep with the convenience ofa hori_
zontal elevator. operating 24/7 with coordinated guidance, these vehicles
will require a lraction ofour current parking and road space, drastically

reducing, ifnot entirely eliminating, luture garage and road construc-
tion, upending land r.alues, and requiring us to rethink our relationship
to infrastructure. Yet another ofsuburbia's foundational structures is

shaken: The home garage and the parking tarmac out front become
redundant. Acres of strip mall asphalt wili await repurposing. lVith the
home office in place, the commute is alreadv in question. For those who
still go to the office (now a reverse commute), work will begin in the fully
loaded autonomous car. Distracted by our personal devices, our move-
ment becomes seamless, an unnoticed jump cut. Cars - lighter, smaller,
nimbler, and safer - penetrate buildings. As an augmented pedestrian,
movement becomes continuous and mobility intensifies. Public transporta-
tion may remain crucial, even more necessary. on the more intense routes,
and the private vehicle may still dominate the rural landscape. In both
cases, however, sites of modal transler *,ill rvarp the urban fabric in new
and unexpected rvays. The urban road network the platform ola few
monopolistic transportation providers - once it is no longer a broadly
shared conduit, will have its public mainrenance called into question. lvith
the 'network neutrality' ofthe street under threat, the very idea ofpublic
space will require defending or re-conceiving. The autonomous vehicle is
going to turn the world inside out and upside down.

Since we climbed up on horses, humans have been in the driver,s
seat. But it's not only the soccer mom that is about to lose her job. To
give just one example: Otto, the trucking and logistics company, joined
by the beer company Budweiser, is testing self-driving rucks. Robot-
trucks don't ger tired; their performance is consistent; and they don,t
have to stop to take a break. For the moment, the trucker is relegated to
backseat driving, no doubt thirstily eyeing the cargo. Soon, the team-
ster rvill wait, immobile, hopping into the cab only at the loading and
deli',,ery points, if he or she retains a job at all. But it is not just drivers
that are being put out to pasture by automation; this has already been
the fate of lactory',vorkers, miners, agro- and energy-workers. Even
the white-collar landscape - lrom bank tellers to doctors - is being
decimated. lVork is rapidly becoming a scarce commodity, a privilege for
those who can find it.

So what will happen to our \.ast galaxy of bedroom communities? Will
the prairie return or a New Broadacre City appear? Will the social and
civic programs and lacilities arrive to sariate a disaffected and precari-
ous multitude? Will an intelligent density be grafted into our indelible
suburban infrasrrucrure? will we cultivate the redeemable topsoil between
subdivisions? Might robots tend to fields of solar collectors? As old com-
bine harvesters rust in the fields, will mini-autonomous tractors cultivate
our suburban green strips? Is it possible that our suburban terra incognita
will turn coiors?

The coming technologies will not determine our future . How we choose
to deploy them rvill. \{e must rerurn to the collective project, beyond the
subdivisions ofidentity politics. To open the terra incognita beyond tech_
nological determinism is to consider the eternal question, ,,How do we live
together?" \\'e cannot abandon what we'r,e wrought, but we can accept it,
see it clearly, and begin anew. whether any of the states envisioned in the
accompanving images is "one step closer to Arcadia,, is anybody,s guess.
Paradise is ahvays a moving target.

Lars Lerup is a professor at the Rice School of Architecture, where he was dean
from 1993 to 2009. Scott Colman is an assistant professor at Rice.
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Affi:; the cry o1'"Texas Forever!" is heard across the state. The
lifted lrom "Friday Night Lights," also describes the end-

less fabric of Texan cities. After World War II, our major urban areas

ballooned, with suburbs marching out along the fresh highways, result-

ing in a supposedly homogeneous space with all sorts of associations.

This is sprawl, the doughy ring around the downtown void that came to

define late-mid-century American urbanism. But now it is 2017, and the

sprawl goes on. How can architects engage with this economic model of
real estate development in progressive ways?

One commendable effort is Mass Market Alternatives (MMA), a pro-
posal by Brooklyn-basedJohn Szot Studio (JSS) that connects algorithmic
architectural assemblies to the realities of tract home construction. It is an

exercise that aims to bring "diversity to the suburbs through design." In
short, it delivers an alternative vision ofsprawl aesthetics.

Szot, pronounced "zot," grew up outside the loop in Houston. For him,
"living in a suburban subdivision in Texas meant having access to country
and city environments," though his experience was more rural than urban.

He earned his bachelor's degree in architecture at The University of Texas

at Austin in 1998, and since then has periodically returned to lead studios

at the school. He also currently teaches at the Pratt Institute. Teaching a

graduate studio at UT Austin in 200I stimulated Szot's interest in subur-

ban housing. Over the following decade, he kept photos in his studio that
documented residential construction in the outlying areas olHouston and

Dallas, looking for "signs of life." "!Ve ruminated on the serialist quality of
the homes'side and rear elevations," Szot says. "Despite the lack of care in
composing them (or perhaps as a result), they showed such daring and wit
that they uitimately inspired us to take action. That's when we made the

connection between the economics of suburban home construction and the

true aesthetic nature ol de signing for the suburbs: Variety is more impor-

tant than coherence." The importance of perceptual uniqueness within a

larger uniformity suggested that a computational approach might be a rn'ay

to investigate these structures.

The MMA residences are conceptually sited in Houston, somewhere

between the 610 and 99 beltways. Each subdivided lot in the imagined
development is one acre in size (large, for many of today's subdivisions)

so that "windows might be more generous and inhabitants would be less

inclined to keep them covered around the clock." Each home is oriented
inward around a courtyard, as "a foil to the infamous formality of the

suburban lawn, and to reduce the need for a backyard perimeter fence."

This means that, instead of the front/back dichotomy of typical tract
homes - which leads to an elaborate street facade that takes priority over

the side and rear elevations there is only the split between "inside" and

"outside." Shared garages located along property lines reduce the number
ofcars parked on the street. The rest ofthe land behind the residences

is preserved by means ofgenerous easements, so as to leave undeveloped

The importance of perceptual uniqueness tuithin

a larger unformiQ suggested that a computational

approach mtght be a rua2 to inuestigate these

structures.

areas accessible lor exploration by neighborhood children. Though MMA
emerges from suburban economics, these three initial conditions one-

acre lot with easement, courtyard typology, and shared garage set

the stage for a development that looks radicaily different from what the

market currentiy provides.

To begin,JSS started with the "s" word: style. They isolated four
housing "lines" to develop: precast, patio, loft, and ranch. They aimed
to "produce sets ofhomes that were a clear aesthetic break from the ver-

nacular pastiches that dominate the market. Each style was distilled into
a collection ofwall sections that became the construction vocabulary
for the homes belonging to that line."JSS has made films about archi-
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HOUSE A03l,from the

patio series. The sideualk

units integrate sentices and

lighting into their design.

Facing Rendering and

plan of HOUSEA06I,

from the loft series.

Above Rendertng and

plan of HOUSE A032,

from the patio series.

Far leil Rendering and

plan of HOUSE A024,

from the precast siries.

Lett Rendering and plan

of HOUSE Al l5,from
the ranch series.
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tecture, and the "Shibuya algorithm," an operation borrowed from its

recent work 'Architecture and the Unspeakable," provided the genera-

tive mechanism to produce the ring-shaped patterns. Each colored divi-
sion represents elevational expression, and 30 patterns were created lor

each line (120 unique houses in total). Then, each pattern was translated

into a floor plan by matching the different bands with the corresponding

wall section for that pattern. "Through carelul tuning of the math driv-
ing the proportions of the patterns' components, the algorithm's output

translates quickly to a set oloccupiable spaces," Szot says. "With the

algorithm dictating the home's general arrangement, a basic floor plan

can be produced in under an hour."

Renderings ofbuildings isolated on lawns beneath pine canopies show-

case the genetic language ofeach stylistic line. Unlike the frontal expres-

sions of many McMansions, the cut-up parts don't stand out as superfluous

or poorly detailed in their transitions, as the problem ofjoining different

building components was resolved early in the process. Seen together,

the pieces ofarchitecture relate to each other with pleasing coherence,

but each individual home is unique in plan, resulting in a different living

il
experience for each resident. The overall read - maybe seen from a car

that would cruise the cul-de-sacs, windows down - is one of individuality.

But a higher level of consistency emerges, a result olthe lormal palette

at work. "Bringing the kind ofarchitectural integrity and diversity one

finds in Houston's central districts to its suburbs without disrupting its

underlyine economics seems like it would hold a lot of value for Hous-

ton," Szot says. He also believes that "there is an underserved market of
potential buyers who would seriously consider suburban lile ifthey could

find a home that reflects their values." MMA, then, is a provocation that

explores how to invite more citizens to the suburbs to find a place that

suits their tastes without aesthetic judgment. The proposal is "intended to

provide a loothold for those willing to start a new conversation about what

kind of community the suburbs could be if they supported some deviation

from the majority mindset."
Sprawl began with certain values that shaped its unfurling. While some

suburban enclaves were progressive in nature, others were exclusionary (or

outright racist). But values can change over time, adjusting to the com-

plexities of the American Dream in the 21st century. Today's suburbia, for
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Seen together, the pieces of architecture relate

to each other utith pleasing coherence, but each

indiuidual home is unique in plan, resulting in a
dffirent liuing experiencefor each resident.

o
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In this projut, walL sections were the pri-
marl medium dstltListic elaboration. These

sections uere "swept" along the perimeter of
the generated plans (seen in the colored dia-
grams on the prettious page) ta createfacades.

o

instance, can be poverty-stricken or can offer footholds into the middle
class lor growing segments of the population, all while still maintaining
its historic image as home to the idealized nuclear family 

- it accepts
many narratives. "For better or worse," Szot says, "suburbia has provided
us with an extraordinary example of how industrialization and econom-
ics shape cultural values through architecture and urban planning.,, He
explains: "This is because large collections of similar homes ultimately
become political blocs, making a suburban subdivision a powerful means
lor testing the relationship between aesthetics and politics at a civic scare.
Because protecting one's return on investment means catering to the
Iargest demographic, suburban communities will become increasingly
homogeneous through these practices without willfully intervening on
behall of those with alternatir.e tastes and values." The effort is progressive
but not revolutionary; for Szot, the key question is "How can the suburbs
be made more diverse without demanding a sea change in the economic
system that supports them?"

Sprawl also arrives with environmental impacts that should not be
understated or ignored. For Szot, "it seems like the solution lies in sensi-
tive land management practices so that the footprints of our suburban
communities don't strangle natural ecosystems." He adds that it also
lies in "implementing a clean energy infrastructure that can support
the added burden ofsustaining commerce and social bonds over greater

-
-

o

distances without adverse environmental effects." Hence, in Szot,s
proposal, large swaths ofland are preserved for ecosystemic and rec-
reational purposes (the clean energy issue is an infrastructure problem
bigger than the scope of one architectural proposition). ,.Unfortunately,,,

he says, "architects are not in a position to reverse the political and
economic mechanisms of real estate development, but they do have an
obligation to voice their objections about how land use pracrices and
construction techniques threaten our environment.,' Still, he believes
architects can address these issues "without dismantling one of the few
places where America's faith in capitalist economics became a cultural
precedent in rvhich architecture plays a critical role.,, In this sense,
MMA plavs by the rules, but, through design, bends them to deliver a

new vision ofhou'the suburbs could look - rvith attracti\re results.
This spring, NIN{A was shown as an installation at the pinkcomma

Gallery in Boston, and future exhibitions are being planned. So far, there
have been no bites to deveiop land in this manner, but there,s still time, as

Houston's housing boom continues apace. Szot said the proposal is a r.vork
in progress, and that "future improvements are sure to bring changes.,,
The same optimistic ourlook could be applied to the suburbs themselves,
and with MMA, it seems possible.

Jack Murphy, Assoc. AlA, is an architectural designer currenfly based in Austin.
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On the Beach
..PLAYA 

LUBBOCK," A PROPOSAL BYWILLIAN/ TRUITT,

AIA, AND N/ARSHA BOWDEN, AIA, SUGGESTS A IVORE

ECOLOGICALLY SENSITIVE IMEANS OF DEVELOPING THE

WATER-STARVED CITIES OFTHE GREAT PLAINS, WHILE

HELPING TO RECHARGE THE DEPLETED OGALLALA

AQUTFER.

by Craig Kinney, AIA

lmages by William Truitt, AlA, and Ma6ha Bowden, AIA
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edge of the Panhandle. West Texas encompasses arid and semiarid lands

with classic names such as the Trans-Pecos, Llano Estacado, Rolling

Plains, and the Edwards Plateau. The major metropolitan areas include El

Paso, Lubbock, Abilene, Midland,/Odessa, and San Angelo. These cities

have a common denominator: !!'ater is precious.

In light of this fact, William Truitt, AIA, and Marsha Bowden, AIA,
have created an elegant and specific direction for new growth in Lub-

bock, showing a way forward through thoughtful design. Truitt, an asso-

ciate professor at the University of Houston and design director at Morris

Architects, along with Bowden, a former student (norv a colleague at

Morris) has been studying how the rapid urbanization olcities through-

out the world might overwhelm their respective environments. For the

past 10 years, they have studied numerous locales, including Mumbai

in India, Phnom Penh in Cambodia, Ho Chi \4inh City in Vietnam,

and Houston. Their work focuses on how modern technological inter-

ventions in urban areas are rapidly put into place in order to overcome

problems associated with urbanization, and how these interventions are

playing out in the long term. Most recently, they entered a competition

that was organized by the Los Angeles-based Arid Lands Institute. The

competition sought newer, better, more sustainable ways of dealing with

the increasing desertification of cities west of the i0Oth meridian. Where

most entries in the competition addressed cities far west of the line (in

California, Nevada, and Arizona), Truitt and Bowden were intrigucd

with the city nearest the line: Lubbock.

"Playa Lubbock," their entry, was accepted for exhibition and is a

compelling look at a troubling phenomenon. Using layered graphics and

a genuine understanding ofthe history ofurban sprawl, they argue that,

when Lubbock was settled, around 1890, 19th-century attitudes reflecting
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lall wheatgrass- limits sedimentati0n

"Pla2a Lubbock" works

uithin the existing one-

mile-square grid of roads,

increasing both densigt

and green space on these

siles (in comparison to

tlpical suburban deaelop-

ment), and creating plays

which uill help recharge

the Ogallala Aqufer.

bromegrass- atrau ine f lter

I Precollection
2 Particulantlilter
3 Tank storage

4 Eiofilter

5 UV Filter
6 Tank Storage
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mastery of the natural world were imposed on the wide-open spaces of the

Panhandle. The major avenues of Lubbock were laid out on a one-mile

grid, a convenient measure that holds a certain Enlightenment sensibility,

as it allows easy division for land use and ownership.

However, a grid doesn't consider natural leatures. The area is

dotte d with shallow depressions in the flat landscape, misnamed plalas

(beaches) by the Spanish explorer Coronado as he headed west in search

ofgold. These playas have served to filter rainwater and to recharge the
Ogallala Aquifer, which stretches from Texas to Nebraska. The aquiler
has been the mainstay water source for the region since it was settled,

but its level has dramatically declined in the past 50 years to meet the

demands of urbanization and agriculture. The nearby Brazos River and

the reservoirs that were built and used to supplement the aquifer are

very low or mostly dry.
Through the decades, as the gridded land began to be developed, the

playas were treated as obstacles to overcome. Many were turned into
parking lots, small parks, golf courses, or irrigated farm circles. When
the rains do come, the impervious surfaces olthe city's sprawl trigger
serious flooding. To alleviate this problem, the City of Lubbock has

invested in large-scale and costly underground infrastructure that takes

the stormwater away from flood-prone neighborhoods and moves it to

ADI! PATHS

retention ponds outside the city. A result is that the water fails to trickle
down and recharge the aquifer.

This seemingly insignificant intervention on the land has had unin-
tended effects over time. For example, growing and irrigating crops where

once only native grasses existed has allowed the city to flourish, but the

water required no longer supports both the population and the crops.

The non-native species ofgrasses and crops that were planted to sustain

livestock and develop agriculture ended up requiring larger, mechanical
means of irrigation. As the region became a hub for the supply of livestock

to the beefindustry around 1950, crop irrigation increased exponentially.
Tapping the aquifer was an easy mechanical solution and lvas treated as

a permanent fix in an inhospitable landscape. With the land seemingly
mastered, development of the square mile grid has continued with little
planning involved, much like Houston. Crop circles exist next to suburban
houses, next to retail strip malls, next to golf courses. The occasional New
Urbanist townhome subdivisions, while creating pockets oldensity, are

private, gated enclaves that don't attempt to respond to the gridded street

edges.

Playa Lubbock proposes a way to improve the relationship of built
space to the natural ecology, while retaining the pattern ofthe grid.
It leverages the existing slight topography ofthe land along with
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developer-driven urbanization, creating a new direction for growth.
A simple and direct investment in a visible infrastructure combining
technology, nati",e landscaping, urban development, and aquifer regen-
eration appears to trump a costly, unseen mechanical engineering
system. The graphics show a series of phases for development, allow-
ing the gradual habitation ofthe gridded land alongside existing and
proposed playas. The current urban and rural road network, laid out
in square miles, provides the background for a network ofindependent
water retention landscapes. This allows for density at the intersections
between the square miles something that was planned in the initial
rural structure set in place in the lB90s, but that was ignored in the
suburbanization of the city.

Additionally, compact residential and commercial space, planned at
the corners, allows lor large-scale landscapes instead ofsmall parks and
golfcourses. Each developed grid square builds a passive graywater system
into the slope between commercial and residential space. Water accumu-
lates in aquifer-recharging playas after passing through a series ofnatural
filters and tanks. The system has the ability to absorb individual differ-
ences within a site, be they geographic or constructed. The approach here
could be a model for similar Great Plains cities with increasing population
demands and typical suburban development.

Having been raised in perennially dry lVest Texas, I find that most
towns and cities in this part of the country are struggling with similar
issues: How does infrastructure meet our growing needs? How can we
afford the infrastructure we must have? Can we grow intelligently in the
midst of resources becoming more scarce? How will climate change affect
us? And most importantly, where will we get our water?

"If rve continue to grow," Truitt says, "we can only modernize our-
selves out of a problem lor so long." He and Bowden wrote in their
proposal: "There are ways of developing the landscape and working with
the resources we have, while also developing infrastructure that allows
for habitation increases on par with projected rates. The Playa Lubbock
project uses the natural shallow tank to show that infrastructure and living
space can rest together within the standard property division ofone square
mile. They are not mutually exclusive."

With the population of Lubbock slowly but steadily growing, and with
the continued drilling of wells into the aquifbr to irrigate large-scale farming
operations, current models ofgrowth seem inadequate for the days ahead
and appear unsustainable. My hope is that Playa Lubbock will awaken us to
a different way of thinking and initiate a new direction for development.

Craig Kinney, AlA, is an architect in San Angelo.
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I " f eSZ, Frederick Law Olmsted published'Journey Through Texas; or,

I a Saddle-Trip on the Southwestern Frontier," in which he records the
people, nature, and urban patterns along his road trip south from New
York through Nashville, across the eastern pines and Austin, and into West

Texas. At Austin, he describes the imposition of the Capitol's soft cream
limestone under construction, "towards which nearly all the town rises,"

and Congress Avenue, between the river and the Capitol, where the city's
density appears as stacks of wood logs and stone. Olmsted remarks on the
sparse distribution ofone- and two-story bungalows in the surrounding
area; the Texas capital had been located on a "thinly-settled frontier,"
rather than an existing population center (Olmsted 1857: I l0).

In 1857, according to the Texas Almanac, the population of Austin
within city bounds approached 3,000 residents. In the 2016 census,

nearly 160 years later, Austin's population was 926,426, and for the last
several years the city has experienced one ofthe highest population
growth rates in the nation. In the past l5 years, what once caused Olm-
sted dismay (the sprawling, sleepy town that doubled as a state capital
for a territory covering more than 250,000 square miles) has become
surprisingly dense for Austin. It's been a process. Town centers and
urban cores arose in late-l9th- and prewar 20th-century Texas cities like
Dallas, Houston, and El Paso. Then, in the postwar economy, the subur-
ban dreams olmiddle-class America dispersed these populations. Since

the turn ofthe 2lst century, a surge in the number ofjob opportunities

has induced a growing number of young professionals to choose Austin.
They come for employment, but they stay for Austin's image. As a result

ofher history, Austin straddles the divide between centralized city and

diffuse urban oasis, littered with houses. As George Blume, design direc-
tor at Gensler's Austin office, puts it, 'Architecture in Austin often tries
to fit into the image of Austin, but in fact that image is intangible and stiil
difficult to discern, aside lrom the limestone." Austin is confronted with
pressure to meet, or at least aspire to meet, the aesthetic demands of the
utopian vision that brands it.

The Domain's NORTHSIDE, developed by Endeavor Group, opened this
past vear. In another part oftown, construction began on Austin's largest Class

A office building, 500 lVest 2nd Street, developed by the tammell Crow Com-
pany. The projects embody two conditions of urban growth: One is an oasis in a
sprawl of highways; the other is a monumental glass tower in a downtown urban
center. Both are in the hands of Gensler Austin.

Despite their geographic disparity, the timing of construction on the two
projects make them an excellent comparative study for determining the state

of urbanization in Austin. The Domain came largely from the imagina-
tion of its developers. Second Street emerged from the Great Streets Masrer
Plan, which was championed by architects in order to encourage pedestrian
activity, transit, access, and place making in the center oltown. As artifacts,
the projects also make manifest the impact of national franchises and multi-
national corporations on architecture and the urban realm.
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The sidewalks are clean, wide, and manicured. Agave plants and desert

vegetation obediently spring lrom the Corten steel planters that form buf-

fers between building and sidewalk, between sidewalk and street. Gleam-

ing windows, relreshing restaurant signage, and clever storefronts relieve

the eye of Austin's ubiquitous snarls of graffiti murals, while repiicating

its plavfulness - this time, within a frame. Along these sidewalks at The
Domain, the cheerful babbie at bar entrances, restaurants, and along

sidewalks belongs to young professionals of Gen X and Gen Y. The patrons

are a mix, a hipster-techie-country-finance homebrew employed by the

offices in and around The Domain. The Domain is an example of density

- elegant, chic in a modern, Texan way - and yet, it lacks diversity. This
is not a lack of diversity of program and building form - the mixed-use

arrangement, particularly around the nerv Domain NORTHSIDE, is

enormously successful and pleasant to stroll through. Rather, it lacks the

natural diversity of contradictions between naturai and man-made, rich

and poor, straightJaced and disheveled that make an urban landscape.

Inside a coffee shop at The Domain, the gossip, casual meetings, and click-

ing of keyboards are reminiscent of any place downtown or in any of Austin's

"tentacles," as Ben Bufkin, a developer from Endeavor Group, relers to East

Austin, South Congress, and the areas of West Sixth and North Lamar.

A comparison and contrast with grinier South Congress and East Austin

makes us conscious of what we crav'e, what is essential to "urban comfort."

Bufkin commends the work of Gensler, with whom Endeavor Group

collaborated on Domain NORTHSIDE: "Considering it's all built as one

thing there are a lot of different design elements," he says. "It looks more

organic than what we would normally see for a project like this."

He is right. Lined up, often without side property setbacks, the retail,

dining, and entertainment venues on Rock Rose are like classmates from

diverse households: The new buildings have different lacades, thresholds,

openings, typography, and colors, but thev all got there at the same time. And

this shows in their perfectly coordinated relationship to the sidewalk. While

the architecture ofthe public space offers nothing revoiutionary, in the Hill
Country of North Austin perhaps there is something radical in architecture

redirecting some of its boldness to satisfy the simple desire of young profes-

sionals and their families in the American suburbs to meander around several

blocks insulated from the highways, the homeless, and the other harsh realities

of the cit,v. The Domain's modern Texan village culture and Gensler's rapidly

rising West 500 2nd Street and 2 Shoal Creek a neighboring building in the

Green Water Development transform the lifestyle of high-density areas into

a pleasing, accessible, quick commodity for an abundance olyoung Austinites.

500 Wut 2nd Street

occupies its own urban

block. The project displays

Gensler's elegant stereo-

tomic operations with the

tectonic building blocks of
modern sk2scrapers: glass

panels and metalframes.
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2nd Street

When asked about the importance of context to architecture in Austin,
Blume comments on The Domain: 'Austin should be design-aspirational.
Given The Domain's lack ola well-defined periphery, a conrext, it is difficult
for it to aspire to fit into anything, and thus its aspiration is internal."

Professor David Heymann, FAIA, who teaches site design at The
University of Texas at Austin School of Architecture, tells students
that a building does not always need to aspire to fit into a site . That is,
architects have the authority to design without an after-the-fact obliga-
tion to tie a project to context. \Valking by the construction site of500
West 2nd Street, the airy lobby, storelront glazing, and polished stone

tiles are all in place. One future tenanr, Google, marks its territory with
its logo at the entrance. 500 \4lest 2nd Street recalls the glossy grand
interiors of any corporate office building in Dallas or Manhattan as

rvell it should, having been described by the architects and promoted
by developers as a Ciass A office tower. The tower steps in and out,
with open-air terraces and open-plan office and conference spaces. A
high-rise modernist sculpture ofglass panels and concrete floor slabs, it
may soon lade into the sea ofreflected blue sky and clouds that decorate
the facades of downtown. The building's real rigor and richness come
from the interior-exterior relationship and a strategic mix ofhigh-tech
offices, collaboration spaces, and retail, all well illuminated with natural
daylight. Interior finishes Iike golden wall panels and wood floors at rhe

elevators warm the building's lobby.

Although The Domain receives accolades from its project team and its
users for its internal aspirations, the floor-to-ceiling glazed 500 \'Vest 2nd
building suggests the same "internal aspiration" for its tenants, whose

brand identities refer to a national and/or international imagination. At
the building's edge, 2nd Steet becomes a mixed-use aisle of crystalline,

sharp-edged lobbies, retail stores, restaurants, street trees, and well-
placed benches. In a city known for its weirdness and creative wit, 500
West 2nd Street shares a dissociation from place with the Domain
NORTHSIDE: Both produce a manufactured density and urbanity.

Manulactured density does not change the culture , but instead
cultivates density within the existing pedestrian-transport orienta-
tion ofthe city. In the case ofAustin (and Texan) car culture, even the
pedestrian areas concede generous space allocations to the automo-
bile's omnipresence. All architects and developers I interviewed for this
article remarked on the attention to parking. In the case of 500 West
2nd Street, in spite ofthe pedestrian-first ethos ofthe streetscape, there
are l3 parking levels within the building. In the blind crevices of The
Domain, structured parking lots stand at the height of the neighboring
buildings. The two-way vehicular streets overwhelm and contradict the
intention to create an intimate pedesrian village. Not all areas that are
accessible to pedestrians are accessible to cars, but the pedestrian areas
are landscaped only ifcars (non-service vehicles) are expected to share
them. Thus, it is implied in the site design that the pedestrian should
only go in parallel to the car, and that car and man are inseparable.
Manufactured densitv operates on and perpetuates a positively accepted
and marketed image of the city, and time and budget inhibit the archi-
tect from challenging tastes and typological conventions.

Travis Albrecht, AIA, andJohn Mapes, AIA, from Gensler's archi-
tectural team agreed that high-density, mixed-use projects in Texas not
only benefit the residents, but also the sprawling population that uses these

amenity nodes. The qualities of The Domain - which Bufkin says resemble

the ubiquitous tradition of drive-ins and drive-thrus across the American
South and Texas - explain how isolated high-density centers satisfy the car
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Above Sunset appears tuice: oncefrom the exterior on

lou-emissiuit2 glass panels, and again seenfrom within.

Below,4 cqfe on one of the fficefioors lpens to an exte-

rior terrace, giuing employees an opportunit2 to enjol the

weather without leadng work.

culture's sprawl as opposed to challenging it. Instead of making the miser-
able highway trek downtown, a family can drive to The Domain and enjoy
a greater number of restaurant and entertainment options within a short
walk of their parked car, experiencing shorter waits, and a more walkable
shopping experience. While The Domain functions as a24/7 city spot, 2nd
Street has experienced more challenges in maintaining small businesses at
street level because ofhigher rental rates.

The success of The Domain and downtown Austin comes from the
courage ofTexan real estate developers and architects to try something
instead ofcar-only sprawl. Public transportation routes serve both areas,
and while the car may remain king, it has lost some of its prominence.

In February, I spoke with Robert Shaw, a former Dallas Cowboys
center who has become a real estate developer. Shaw's group, Columbus
Realty, developed almost all the residential property at The Domain. When
questioned about the width ofthe driveways and scale ofthe car in rela-
tion to the streets at The Domain, Shaw describes the focus on reducing
the presence ofparking, not eliminating it. "It is a balancing act," he says.

"People aren't getting out oftheir cars in the reality we live in." In both the
new Domain NORTHSIDE and the Green Water Development downtown,
developers and architects opted for structured parking instead ofsurface
parking, finding more occasions for shared parking, using less space, and
developing a master plan that mitigated the physical and visual impact of
parking. However, this experimentation with dense, mixed-use projects shies

away from a radical challenge to norms, and instead embodies an apprecia-
tion for the existing car culture of a sprawling state with a strong identity.

Construction fences of the Green Water Development butt up against
2nd Street, a lively street, an urban node within an incongruous downtown
ofparking lots, office buildings, and construction zones. Today, the rich
energy of the Great Streets Master Plan that culminates around City Hall
and the W Hotel screeches to a halt at 500 West 2nd Street, where the
sidewalk ends. I have to navigate around a giant gap between construction
workers' trucks, amid dust and noise, in order to pick up another "urban
node" route headed west. The walkability ofthe west end ofSecond Street
will change as the development reaches completion. However, the architec-
tural character of Austin's glass corporate buildings remains an internally
imagined reality. I fear that the new occupants of 500 West 2nd will inhabit
a world of their own. The city around them easily becomes an exterior
ornament to validate their interior experience. Is the glazed tower the
corporation's answer to the ivory tower of academia?

As the sun sets after my last exam of the semester, I return to The
Domain - by bus - to buy Mother's Day gifts and treat myself to a
celebratory Italian dinner. Google Maps helps me navigate curving streets

designed to wind and produce a romantic, villageJike spirit. Suddenly, a

giant Suburban honks behind a pick-up truck, the two hulking vehicles stuck
in this commercial utopia between the Louis Vuitton storefront and the per-
fumery Diptyque Paris. Groups of construction w.orkers push summer plants
in wheelbarrows in the direction ofthe larger landscape planters.

Notwithstanding the irony of hardy Texas truckers stuck in traffic in
Austin's idyllic Stepford paradise, The Domain succeeds in its goal. In
the ordered landscape offlowers, it provides a haven ofshopping, living,
working, and entertainment in the middle of Austin's sprawl - a placeless

escape from our place in the worlci.

Hannah Ahlblad is a graduate student at The University of Texas at Austin School of

Architecture.
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-As a proud team member of the

Domain Northside Project

Encotech Engi neering Consultants
provided

Mechanicat, EtectricaI and Plumbing

engineering services.
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Rous oJ designer glasses

highhghted against the

boutique\ pristine white

walls.

Through a Lens, Brightly

Tiny and glossy, like a piece of hard

candy, this Austin eyeglass boutique

designed by Baldridge Architects

projects an aspirational message.

by Alyssa Morris

Austin is the labled home olmusicians, cre-

ative types, assorted hangers-on, and a seem-

ingly unending number olhigh-end glasses

boutiques to supply them with the requisite

artistic eyewear.

Optique, an independent, family-owned

optometrist's office, has two locations less than

two miles apart on Lamar Boulevard: a larger

office at the Seaholm Power Plant development,

and a 1,067-sf storefront at Lamar Union. Each

is bright and modern, and distinguished by

candy dishes filled with treats that shoppers

can serve themselves using miniature wooden

spoons. The walls are lined with a curated

selection of decidedly high-end sculptural

lrames.

Baldridge Architects designed the Lamar

Union shop, setting out to use the location's slight

size as a feature rather than a hindrance. "It's
tiny," says Burton Baldridge, AIA. "We could do

something that would be striking with it."
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The architects'process for the project was

quick, with a mere two weeks needed to produce
drawings and renderings. Simplicity was key in
preventing the space from being overwhelmed by
rhe architectural installation.

Complicating matters was the fact that the
architects had to accommodate two examination
rooms in addition to the bourique componenr.
They hid the rooms, as well as additional stor-
age, at the back ofthe store, tucked on either side

of a narrow, wallpapered hallway.
Situated among Lamar Union's black, steel,

and Ipe-ciad lacades, Baldridge wanred Optique
to stand out. The shining white storelront glows

brightir., like a chic spaceship, aided by tape lights
that line the window in a shining halo. It functions
much like a sign, itself, beckoning passersby to
stop in. After all, it is a fact universally known that
it is impossible to try on just one pair of glasses.

But the main architectural feature of the
space is the enormous mirror that covers the

Lett Tape hghts help

tran sform th e sto refro nt

into a billboard, a stark

contrast to the darkfacades

of the neighboring shops.

Below Concretefloors,

marble counters, and

Wnetian plaster ualk
eleuate the spare material

patette.

back wal1. It performs an adept sleight-of-hand,
creating the illusion that the interior is twice as

big as it actually is, and reflecting Lamar Union's
courtyard back on itself.

The material palette chiefly marble and
Venetian plaster by Sloan Houser - contributes
to the jewel-boxJike atmosphere. Patrons might
linger for only a few minutes, trying on a few pairs
ofglasses before catching a movie at rhe nearby
Aiamo Dralthouse, but the experience is designed
to be memorable. "You need to be able to read this
immediately - in one gesture," Baidridge says.

Optique is selling an aspirational vision, reflect-
ing back infinite possibilities. The glossy surface
pairs perfectly with the stylish glasses, themselves
signifiers of a particular kind of identity. The
store's blank canvas invites transformation. Picture
yourself, the mirror says, a new person.

Alyssa Morris is web editor of Texas Architect,
She wears glasses.
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PAX &

PARKER

The Pax I Parker logo

inspired the geometrl't and

sharp lines oJ the store

fixtures and architedural

elements.

Hip to be Square

Bart Shaw Architect arranged a few

minimal elements in his design of Fort

Worth clothrng boutique Pax & Parker,

creating an elegant and unique space

on a budget.

by Audrey Maxwell, AIA

When Bart Shaw, AIA, met young entrepreneurs

Alari Paxson and Winston Parker Ley, they had

a clear concept for their men's and women's wear

store, Pax & Parker. The two business partners had

secured a lease space in Fort Worth's West End,

begun curating their fashion collections in earnest,

and had even commissioned a logo. Their vision

for the architectural space was less defined. It was

presented to Shaw as a collection ofdisparate

inspiration images pinned to a Pinterest board.

The architect would be charged rvith crafting

the look and feel ofthe flagship location, helping

solidify the retailer's identity. Shaw decided to keep

it simple. Using the square logo as inspiration, he

built on both its geometry and its sharp lines.

The square motif occurs throughout the

space, beginning with the entry. The storefront

is rendered in stacked courses ofsquare format

masonry units. Punched openings adhere to the

module, maintaining alignment with the cours-

ing. Deep steel plates interrupt a large expanse of
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Righl Wire clothes hangers uere uot)en together and

suspended to create a gauqt screen betueen lhe salesfoor

andftting rooms.

Below Modest materials were artfulll assembled to giae

the store ruarmth and texture uithout oaershadowing the

merchandise.

Bottom The Pax I Parker square is referenced again

on the storefront witlt stacked square maslnr) units and a

white steelrtame around the uindow.

glass, creating a square frame around the display
window and providing a platlorm for mannequins
on the interior. Even the door pull conforms to
the square geometry and - something only an

architect rvould notice - matches the masonry
dimensions preciselv. Inside, a tailored composi-

tion ofeight-in square plvwood pieces in varying
thicknesses forms textural wall panels. The dis-
play fixtures and cash rvrap continue the theme,

reflecting the clean lines and geometrv ofthe logo.

The start-up retailers had a tight budget for
their first store, further challenging the architect's
task. Shau,responded with a series olclever design

decisions that reduced expenses while maintain-
ing quality. The masonry cladding was surplus

from anotherjob and purchased at a discount.
Ply-rvood was chosen in lieu of milled wood veneer

panels, The custom store fixtures were conceived

as minimal frames assembled from standard steel

The ruire hanger screen has

b ec ome a re c ogni<able fe ature,

prompttng the otuners to integrate

it into their branding materials.

profiles, and the team enlisted a rvelding instruc-

tor lrom Tarrant County College to fabricate the

components on-site. The most notable element is

the screen between the sales floor and the fitting
rooms. Here, Shaw concocted (and personally
installed) a modular assemblage of mundane wire
clothes hangers that are supported by vertical

aircraft cables. The gauzy backdrop evokes a

delicate spider web and counterbalances the crisp
lines that dominate the space.

The store has become a crucial part ofthe
retailer's brand identity. Instagram photographs

feature the season's new arrivals hanging from the

custom display fixtures or against the plywood-

paneled wall. The wire hanger screen has become

a recognizable feature, prompting the owners to
integrate it into their branding materials. More
importantly, Shaw has created a space that
embodies the retailer's values. Customers shop in
an intimate, uncluttered, and light-filled envi-
ronment. Minimalist fixtures and a restrained
material palette play a supporting role to the mer-
chandise, allowing the carefully curated apparel
to shine. Sophisticated without the pretense, Pax

& Parker is anything but square.

Audrey Maxwell, AlA, is a principal at Malone Maxwell

Borson Architects in Dallas.
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Pa lom a's in ter i o r feature s

dffirent seat groupings

and a series dscreens to

subt[, diuide the space.

Subtle Thresholds

CONTENT Architecture's design for

a nailsalon in a Houston mixed-use

development breaks the long, thin

space into smaller areas while allowing

daylight to filter to the back.

by Renee Reder

The quintessential framework for individual
retailers in today's plazas is a long, thin, rect-
angular unit, which is challenging for natural
light. Paloma, a non-toxic naii salon at BLVD
Place in Houston, transforms the typical unit
into an "Escape to Beautiful" continuous
space that uses subtle thresholds to create

smaller, private areas,

Owner Maryam Naderi's friend had hired
CONTENT Architecture to design their house

and her experience with that building con-

vinced her to partner with the firm on Paloma.

"We are so busy: Time is our biggest commod-
ity," Naderi says. "I have a high standard for
the space, for our techs, so clients have not only
beautiful nails but a great experience and boost

of self-confidence."

Houston-based CONTENT designed a

series of screening elements that divide indi-
vidual areas while also allowing light to filter
inside. "Using our experience with the Eye
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I Gallery [another shop in the same plaza], we

wanted to create a space that connects to the
outside, transitioning and layering light in the
deep spaces," CONTENT partnerJesse Hager,
AIA, explains.

The facade, white with gold lettering, is

slightly set back to cleverly mask overhead
intake and exhaust vents behind a thin strip of
white perforated panel. The ducts inside are
hidden behind a white ceiling plane. Outside
the entrance is a wooden bench. An identical
bench mirrors the firstjust inside the storefront,
as if the glass between has dissolved. The pur-
pose, says CONTENT's Eric Hughes, Assoc.

AIA, is "to capture the energy inside and con-
nect to passing pedestrians."

Once inside, the small retail entrance

features natural light on white surfaces to make

it easy for clients to pick a polish. To divide it
from the salon services beyond, a vertical screen

ofbare brass extends lrom the ceiling, thicken-
ing into white wood rods that become a short
wood-topped wrapping wall. Another short
wall hides a small service area, transitioning
into the salon. A series ofblue Eero Saarinen

womb chairs are set up for pedicures, arranged
so that large groups can sit side by side along

one wall and smaller groups can opt for facing
pairs. Moving deeper inside, light fixtures are

increasingly paired with wood surfaces in the

manicure area to create warm, individualized
spaces. The most private space at the rear, the

bathroom, uses wood and lighting that are an

extension ofthe rest olthe salon.

"The space is meant to be hygienic and

clean, but also approachable," CONTENT's
Gail Chen explains. It also integrates the

graphics, according to both Hager and Naderi.
The pedicure chairs are elevated on a platform
so tools can be stored underneath and techs can

reach clients' leet easier. The walls are deco-

rated simply, with reflected light from below

and plants lining the short wrapping wall. The
experience ofthe techs was also considered:

CONTENT designed the ergonomic furniture
with wood and touches ofbrass.

During the day, the reflection from inside
is a gradually dissipating white. At night,
when the light within emits outwards, the

nonwhite, wallpapered rear wall evokes a

sunrise/sunset. These warm colors reflect
foru'ard toward the facade to reveal Paloma's

interior: a long, deep space.

Renee Reder works for l\rletalab in Houston.
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Top left The wallpaper on the rear uall suggests a

sunrise/sunsel, creating a warmth that pairs well uith
lhefurniture and coordinates with Paloma\ graphics.

Top right Set backfrom the sidewalk to mask the aents,

PaLoma\ glassfacade and reflected bench help dissoLae the

threshold betu-teen inlerior and exterior.

Above Nail pllishes are displaled at the smalL retail

entrance where natural light and a series of thin uhite

sheluu highlight the uarious color options.
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More Than Before

Clayton&Little Architects' adaptive

reuse of a San Antonio bottling plant for

a home decor retailer takes cues from

the existing structure without being too

constrained by the precedent.

by Anastasia Calhoun, Assoc. AIA

n:.

It now serves as the home ol\'!'est Elm, a

modern furniture and home decor retailer that
prides itsellon creating unique identities for each

ofits stores, dozens ofwhich have been settled

within adaptive reuse projects. In this case, rhe

existing building consisted of three volumes:

a two-story office space lronting the street, a
bow-trussed warehouse tucked behind, and,
immediately adjacent, a second warehouse space

with a pitched roof whose volume was completely
obscured bchind a rectangular blind lacade.

The first steps ofthe renovation involved
removing many of the interventions that had
accumulated over the vears. The secondarv
warehouse space \A'as stripped down to its steel

frame, creating a cool, breezy area that would
become covered parking. The first bay was also

peeled away to reveal the Deco detailing alone
the corner olthe adjacent structure. The second

floor of this front two-story volume was removed
to create a lofty, double-height space, and the rear
volume was repaired but largely left unaltered
bevond the addition ofpartition walls to separate
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Just north ofthe Pearl development in central
San Antonio stands what appears to be an Art
Deco gem - but the building hasn't always

evinced such restrained elegance. \{hat had

originally been an industrial bottling plant later
served for decades as the kitschy, faux-stone-

clad Haunted House olGrayson. As the success

of the Pearl development drew attention to
the neighborhood, architects Clayton&Little,
along with interior designer MBH Architects
and architect of record Villa Park, were com-
missioned to create a lresh image for the next
incarnation of the building.

The original sructure was rather unremark-
able, but a hint of its Deco past could be found
in the black tile detailing and rounded corners
ofthe front facade. The designers took cues from
these details and transformed the building not
back into what it had been, but, perhaps, into
what it should have been all along. "You take the
building and the program you're trying to put in
it," says project architectJonathan Card, AIA,
"and the building tells you what it wants to be."
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service areas lrom display. Though leaks had

abounded, only the damaged ceiling boards rvere

replaced, allorving the contrast in patinas ofthe
wood to express the story ofold and nerv.

The lenestration ofthe front facade lvas

reconfigured to create a more elegant rhythm as

well as a more prominent entryway. The existing

industrial steel windows inspired the new custom

door and steel rvindows. The architects replaced

the original black tiles with nearly identical
tiles, and used them to tie the first- and second-

story windows together, creating strong vertical

201 EAST GRAYSON

Facing Black and white

encaustic tile uork refer-

ences the citlt's Mexican

heritage.

Above Before and after:

the fene s tration of the fr on t

facade was reconfigured

to create a more elegant

rhythm and prominent

entr)uEt.

Lell The secondar) ware-

house space uas stripped

down to its steelframefor

a cooered parhing lot. The

frst structural ba2 was

remoued to reaeal the Deco

detailing along the corner

d the adjacent struclure.

Below left The second

floor of thefront uolume

was remoued to create a

loft2, doub le- height spac e.

elements that provide a sense of continuity. Black

and white encaustic tile work was added along

the spandrels in a reference to the Mexican-influ-
enced history ofthe city. "\Ve played offwhat
was there, but we rveren't a slave to it," Card
says. "We didn't embalm the building, but we

let it inspire what we did. I think the story is that
even nondescript existing buildings have a story

to tell, and if you can save them, we ought to."

Anastasia Calhoun, Assoc. AlA. works at Overland

Partners in San Antonio.
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Since 2009, Ensight Haynes Whaley

has been providing comprehensive

structural engineering services for

public and P3 projects in Texas.

www.ensighthayneswhaley.com

A certified Historically Underutilized Business (HUB) in the state of
Texas, our collective portfolio of experience includes:

. Office . Parking

. Education . Public assembly

. Healthcare . Warehouse / industrial

. Laboratory . Special purpose facilities

Ensight Haynes Whaley is proud to have been a part
of the 500 West 2nd St., Austin, TX project team.

Pay lt
Forward

INVEST IN THE FUTURE OF ARCHITECTURE

The success and strength of the Texas Architectural
Foundation (TAF) has come from the generosity
and goodwill of architects, architecture firms,
and Texas Architects components, as well as

other associations, organizations, and individuals
dedicated to excellence in architectural education.

How can you help? You can be a part of the future of
Texas architecture by making a planned gift to the
Texas Architectural Foundation Scholarship Funds.

!

Join us in providing support for the future
architects of Texas.

Find out how at taf.texasarchitects.org

Texas
Architectural
Foundation
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AIA Dallas 2017 Unbuilt Design Awards

AIA Dallas announced the winners of its 2017 Unbuilt Design Awards at a ceremony and exhibition
held on May l8.Jurors Stephanie Lin, William O'Brien,Jr., and Tom Wiscombe, AIA, selected three
honorees lrom among 43 entries. A People\ Choice Award, voted on by event attendees, was also pre-
sented. While the entries included projects from around the world, the juror-selected winners rvere all
proposed projects in Dallas. The jury commended the designers' efforts to enhance the city's downtown
core by making it more walkable, dense, and sustainable.

1 Vertical Campus
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E 2 Dallas County Records Building

Gensler

3 Klyde Warren Park Promenade

Gensler

People's Choice Award
* National World War I Memorial

FTA Design Studio r
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TxA is seeking academic papers for peer review, publication,

and presentation at our 78th Annual Convention, which takes
place in Austin on November 9-11. Papers should focus on

developments in digital technology that inform design and

fabrication in architecture and building.

More lnformation
emergi ngdesign.texasa rchitects.org

Texas
Society of
Architects
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2OL7 TkA Emerging Design + Technology
Callfor Papers

Abstract Submission Deadline
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Continuedfrom page 21

PS: I agree with that. To consume the whole
morphology of a building lor a one-liner
metaphor - that's a massive waste. Or to use

buildings that should tell us what they are offer-
ing to us users, to become a storyteller ofanother
message - that's absurd. However, when I'm
talking about the built environmenr commu-
nicating, it communicates about its own order
of things for the sake of informing utilization,
because utilization, the workings of buildings
and built environments, relies on human agents
navigating, orienting, grasping, understand-
ing, and finding and handling the uses on offer.
Communication is thus a kind of user facilita-
tion. That's a useful, even necessary form of
communication. That's why I'm reinvigorating
and refounding architectural semiology, which
was started under the flag of Postmodernism
in the '60s and'70s, continued into the '80s,

and was then kind ofleft behind because there
were serious critical problems with the way this
was conceived and delivered at the time. It was
very clich6d, with historical motifs relling fixed

stories, and there was also overreach in tell-
ing all sorts of mythologies through buildings.
I'm trying to reground and refound the project
of architectural semiology, where the build-
ing is designed to talk about itselfbecause, as it
becomes complex and varied and layered, it's no

longer so easily sell-transparent; it's no longer
rivial, what you have in front of you and what's
on offer. That demands some deliberate prob-
lematizing, first ofall through perceptual grasp

and cognitive decomposition, where important
leatures must be made conspicuous, and then
it also demands a semiology where users are
informed about the differentiated interaction
offerings through formal vocabularies. So that's
what I'm working on.

MFG: But you wouldn't say that architecture's
primary responsibility is communication?

PS: I would say so, nearly. Of course, we are still
organizing, laying out, distributing into proxim-
ity and distance and opening pathways, and so

on. That's, of course, our task, too. But we can't
just leave it at that, because these organizations

might be a dead letter ilthey remain illegible,
ifthese pathways aren't discovered, ifthese
adjacencies are overlooked, and the program-
matic designation misunderstood. So [com-
munication] nearly becomes something I want
to foreground, especially since we particularly
haven't developed that explicit intelligence and
capacity to talk about and elaborate and design

the built environment as a system of significa-
tion, rvhereas, with respect to the organization
part, there has been work under Bill Hillier and
Christopher Alexander, and there are techniques
ofgrasping and measuring - for instance, the
permeability and networking structures embed-
ded in spatial relations. That's been achieved
and delivered. I'm now wanting to make similar
progress on the level ofphenomenology, percep-
tual penetration, cognitive grasping, as well as

on the level of semiology and communication.
That's my project. When it comes to program
grasp, I'm working on what I call "life forces
modeling," to enhance crowd modeling lor the
sake of, not only circulatory forms ofpenetration,
but lor all types oloccupancy parterns in a com-
plex institution of multiple audiences - where

EXPERIENCE AUSTIN,
CON N ECT WITH COLLEAGU ES,

& EARN CE CREDITS

REGISTRATION OPENS IN JULY

90 Texas Architect 7/8 20t7
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they interact, gather, disperse, reassociate to

show that the kind ofbuildings we envisage have

more potency and fertility to enable the social

networking that brings us all together in the city
in the first place.

MFG: But you're giving architecture legitimiza-
tion through its ability to netu'ork people-

PS: \'ep

MFG: -and I would position my school of
thought against that and say architecture is
valued for other reasons.

PS: \\'hich are?

MFG: Aesthetic

PS: That's very, very hard to translate, or to

defend. I mean, then it becomes a fetish, because

you make faesthetics] an endpoint.

MFG: You have a very dated idea about aesthet-

ics. You always think about it in terms of Pater

and Wilde's late-19th-century aestheticism,

u,here aesthetics are separate from the market-

place - protected from commerce or acting as

an actual, not decorative, part ofsociety.

PS: Then aesthetics is just a means for something

else. But n'hat is that, ilit's not the lile process?

PS: So, in the end, it leads to an attempt to

lacilitate some kind of social interaction, a com-

munication process. So it's not an endpoint, and

you feel compelled - and you must be leeling

compelled - to think it through to the point

of societal facilitation. That's what you're just

trying to do.

AS: Let's talk about politics. Patrik, you
recently farnously waded into politics.

MFG: Stepped in it is a bettcr term

ILaughter from all parties.]

AS: And you were treated very unfairly, I
rnust say.

MFG: I came to vour dcfcnse.

PS: Thank vou.

AS: Mark, I wonder if you would see poli-
tics as being yet another narrative that
underrnines the legitirnacy ofthe archi-
tectural project?

MFG: I mean, that's a tough question. The
reason Patrik was vilified is because he articu-

lated a very pro-neoliberal position, which is

about deregulation, which is about privatizing

parks, privatizing sidewalks, moving people

out ofsocial housing, having no such thing as

social housing. Neoliberalism has been around

since the lormation of the Mont Pelerin Society

at the end of World lVar II. So this isn't a new

78TH ANNUAL CONVENTION

AND DESIGN EXPO

9*11 NOVEMBER 2017

AUSTIN

BRTDGES IBOUNDARIES

THRESHOLD

Texas
Society of
Architects
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MFG: Rancidre describes aesthetics as the

distribution of the sensible. And to be sensed is

a political act. The ability to be heard defines

your position in a political spectrum. Aesthet-

ics is what defines your ability to be seen and

be heard.

For more information and to register, visit:

convention.texasa rchitects.org
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idea. It's a popular idea w,e just elected it into
office, this idea of total and complete deregula-
tion. I'm not sure ofarchitecture's place in it, at

the moment. I'm sure it has one, but I haven't

completely sussed it out. Patrik has advocated
a position of deregulation and the elimina-
tion of social housing. And I think - while it
certainly frees up a lot ofspace for innovation,
particularlv in places like London, which are

overzoned and overcalculated - it also has the
danger olcreating a homogenized environment,
where it's the same Marriott, the same Gap,
the same Starbucks, the same shitty beige brick
buildings with similar curtain wall products. I
actuallv see social housing as something valu-
able, not because it's humanitarian, necessarilv,

but because it's another system, and the two
are lorced to weave through each other. In the
neoliberal agenda, someone gets to live in the
cenler of London because they are, more often
than not, lucky: They've inherited money; they
come from money; or they made a great de al of
money. Social housingjust offers another form of
luck to a different constituencv. So ifyou happen
to be in the right place and inherit a social hous-
ing estate, that's no more or less r.aluable than
the person who r,vas born into a rich household
who can afford a London townhouse. I think
having multiple systems producing architecture
according to different constraints and limitations
for different populations is valuable.

AS: Your ideas, Patrik, didnrt create such
a stir here in Texas. You gojust down the
road to ffouston and you'll see a deregu-
lated city. It has no zoning whatsoever,
and yet not a lot ofcreative conscious-
ness behind the built environrnent either.
So deregulation itselfcan't be the only
answer. There also has to be sorne sort of
cultural backing behind design that will
disrupt our assurrptions of what the built
environrnent can be and do.

PS: For me, the market is a discovery process
through entrcpreneurs and through market
participants'choices. Ifwe eliminate a lot of this
choice because we have a prescribed set ofofler-
ings, that's one thing I'm criticizing.

MFG: I asrcc r,vith th;rt.

PS: The standards are ridiculously minute

fin London]. We have a prescription of u'hat
exact quantum ofhousing needs to be built

where, what the unit mixes are, how big these

units must be, how big every room must be,

rvhat facilities you have to ha'u'e, hor,v man1,

balconies, how many flats on a core I
mean, it's absurd. But also, tl'rese land-use
maps, theyJre decades old. Those sites that
have been allocated to residential become
rvindfalls for the landowners, because we are
not lir.ing in a socialist system; rve're living in
a strange mix olgovernment inter\:ention and
market processes that generates a lot ofunfair
ir-requalities.

I trace it back to these interventions lvhere
market mechanisms are blocked - where you
have a1l the financial sector bailouts after the

crash, and these kinds ofirrational land value
rifts. On the allocation side, the social housing
side, this is not fbr poor people. These are people

u,ith relatively larse incomes up to 90,000
pounds annual income 

- and it's rationed for
those who are in the know; it's mostly for public
sector employees. We might have a nice idea of
being supportive to those who have had it hard
and compe nsating for some of the luck which is

at play in market processes, but I think there is

far less arbitrary luck in market processes than
in government processes, where, for instance,
you have to be iucky to land with a rent-con-
trolled apartment. Some of the anecdotes about
lvho is getting brand new "social" apartments
allocated 

- you want to pull your hair out,
because you've been killing l,ourselffor decades
to afford to live in a place like this. So there is

this nin ana fallacy, the idea that government
would indeed fulfi]l these good ideas.

A lot of the imperfections attributed to
market processes are actually to do with that
compromised condition where the state inter-
feres and doesn't allow the market rationale to
come through. The market isn't perfect, but as

it is now, market lailures are not actually market
lailures; they're government lailures.

So that's my intuition. There's been a learn-
ing curve for me, particularly since 2008, to
try out some of these explanations, to run with
them, to see u.here they go, to probe them and
read into those libertarian discourses. It's a very
sophisticated discourse. I was brought up on the
left. In your normal educated upbringing, you're
sort ofeased into leftist ideoiogies. You take that
nearly with your mother's milk, and you rarely
question this. And that's why you don't read
these [neoliberal] authors: because you've been
castigated; you've heard they're right wing and
there's no intellectual merit in them.

MFG: \Vell, I grelr,up as a Republican from

Nebraska, so I'm coming lrom a different place.

He started out left and went right, and I started

out right and went left.

PS: So for me, it was a discovery. [Friedrich]
Hayek is a super-sophisticated writer. He's a polit-
ical economist and philosopher. And there's this

rvhole norld rvhich I discovered and find useful.

\Vhen we did Parametric Urbanism, lve

wanted to have order and variation. It seemed

at first as ifwe needed more government back-
ing - more empowerment of these visions of a
more intricate order. And then we had moments
on master plan projects where we realized that
we don't get that backing [from the govern-
ment]. So I started rethinking: Is there a u,ay of
creating urban order via a bottom-up process of
distributed decisions?

I imagine myself in the position of Lircio
Costa and Oscar Niemeyer, with Kubitschek,
and I'm getting handed that power to lav out,
rationally and beautifully, the egalitarian, ideal
citv of Brasilia. Why did thar process of develop-
ment run into crisis? Why did this lorm of run-
ning society and laying out the urban landscape

stop? \Vhy was ir substituted? Why did we have
a [Margaret] Thatcher? Because Britain was

switching the light ofl basically!
I'm lascinated to think that the agilitv of

a bottom-up, responsive elaboration through
multiple authors could generate a coherent,
nature-li ke urban texture.

MFG: Are you calling neoliberalism bottom-up?

PS: Yeah, absolutely. I mean, neoliberalism is a bit
compromised. I'm much more radical than that,
more libertarian with an anarcho-capitalist vision
olsocietv. Or at least moving toward that direc-
tion, changing the system by nithdrarving some

ofthe regulatory and redistribution powers, and
leading back to bottom-up actors. This could be

charities; this could be not-for-profits; this could be
free associations, as well as entrepreneurs.

MFG: trVell, you want to dial it back in London,
but ifyou look at a place that never had them,
like Houston, you wouldn't advocate lor cities all
becoming Houston.

PS: I'm not sure.

MFG: You're flying out of Houston tonight, have
you been there before?

92 Texas Architect 7/a 20]7
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PS: No, I have uot.

AS: Oh, you have to see Houston.

PS: The London rve lor.e rvasn't a creation of a

strong government, of a social democratic gor-
ernment. The London rve love is a creation, actu-

ally, of private planning. It rvas the Great Estates.

It was planning, but it rvas private planning.
It was competitive. It rvas some kind of market

process, and managed market process, let's say,

but privately - there wasn't a strong state in the

I Bth century, l9th century in London.

AS: In rny view, if it's going to be a
bottorn-up process, there is sorne cul-
tural work that needs to be done in order
to develop a consciousness that would
want an architecture that would be pro-
gressive in sorne way. I think the ideas of
the left in this country are positioned to
protect these ideas ofprogressivisrn. But
I suppose ifyou have ideal clients, they'll
want to do sornething new.

PS: What I find interesting. if vou look at this

milieu around the tech clusters in Palo Alto and

around the Bar.Area, [is] rvhere are they going,

politicallv? There's a lot ollibertarianism.

MFG: And mostl.v terrible architecture. That
libertarian streak produces 20-.vear-olds who

u'ant a Tuscan house that's pre-filled with
Pottery Barn furniture the day they buy it.

Those guys are not investing in urbanism and

architecture. The urbanism in Silicon Vallev is

among the worst.

PS: They are into progress. What vou find when

vou look at places like Google and the startup

cultures is r.ery, r'erv flat hierarchies, \'ery open

networks it's verv much self-directed work.

MFG: olten cited as misogl-nist, anti-urbanist-

PS: No, no, no. Hey, hey, hey. Come on. You

Iook at Google: 20 percent free time; you work

B0 percent on an allocated project under some

internal management alignment, and 20 percent

.just gifted, and given to network -

MFG: That's not lree time. That's 20 percent

lree time to work lor Google on ideas that

ultimately benefit them. They're verv explicit

about that.

PS: I think one thing that we all aim for is prosper-

ity - which is material freedom to w.ork less, to

have more - and self-directed work. Nobodv

rvants a line manager or boss breathing dow,n their
neck. You \\,ant to explore. You want to be creative.

- I was on the left 
- are moving with me, and

pulled arvay from socialism. I'm not the only one.

There's a rvhole new intellectual ferment.

MFG: l.ikr Dick Chent'r'. Stcvc Bzrnnou

MFG: It's cynical. Putting beanbass and ping-
pong tables and beer in your olfice so people

spend more time at the office, and you think
that's lree time? That's cynical.

PS: I'm talking about something else. I'm talking
about, ifyou have 20 percent - that means one

day a week; whether you overwork or not, that
should be up to you. Ifyou have eagerness, you

have passion. vou want a career. you want to retire

at 45, why not give yourself 16 hours? Who is this

idiotic, empty bureaucrat who feels bad, ma1'be,

because he's onl-v putting in six hours, rvho rvants

to pre\:ent somebody else to n'ork l6 hours? That's

an absurdity! It's unmanageable. It's not helping

anybody. So let's get it out of the u'ay. The vilifica-

tion olGoogle, for me, is an absurdity. Because

Google is the biggest prosperity engine of this

planet, and we all live all the better for it.

MFG: But I would hardly consider it as utopian

as vou do. I wouldn't vilif,v Google, but I also

lvouldn't sa,v it's

PS: The research they're investing in. The

excitement ofall these projects they're doing.

MFG: For everv one Google, there's a thousand

corporations that are demanding a six percent

return every year, which requires all middle

management to work 60 hours a u'eek.

PS: But what I'm talking about is a new era and

the empowerment of a culture which needs these

regulatorv straightjackets out ofthe rvav. The

problem is. r.vith all olthese startups, once thev

hit a certain number of people, ner,v rules kick in,

which kill these iirms. And who's that helping?

The left is desperate. They want to talk about

sell-exploitations of the cognitariat, but the,v're

not going to get demonstrations out in the street,

the cognitariat protesting their self-exploitation.

Are you kidding? They're on their last leg. They

have nothing to do. Their audience is running
away from them, and they're clinging on, desper-

ately, and they become ever more aggressive. For

me, the left are the last Mohicans of a dying, des-

perate, turning-violent group. And nearlv all my

old activist comrades and left inteilectual friends

PS: No, no. It's all the exlTrotskvites s,ho end

up becoming libertarians. That should tell you

something.

AS: [t's true. You have places like U.C.
Berkeley, where you can't even go speak
if you dontt toe the line.

MFG: Yeah, we both feel the same way about

that. There are no arguments; there's no dis-

course ironicall,v - in places that are histori-
cally defined bv it.

PS: There are no arguments. There's only

r.ilification.
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Cheatham Residence, Dallas

Gontractor CCM General Contractors

Consultants sTRUcTURAL ENGTNEER: Lobsinger and Potts Structural Engineersi MECHANT-

CAL ENGINEER: Basharkhah Engineering; ENERGY CONSULTANT: Paul Vetter Architecture;
DEVELOPER: Urban Edge Developers; INTERIOR DECORATOR: Joshua Rice Design; LANDSCApE

DESIGNER: Thompson Landscape Architects

ReSOurCes MASONRY: Northfield Block Company; METAL:2aT Construction; THERMAL &
MOISTURE PROTECTION: Korbin lnsulation, Jordan Waterproofing; OpENtNGS: classhouse:
FINISHES: TKO. PHD Furniture, Tolman Floors: SPECIALTIES: Water Gardens calore. John Fort
Audio; EQUIPMENT: Zetley Appliances, Mugnaini, inphase audio: PLUMBING: Riddell Plumbing;
HEATING, VENTILATINc, ANO AIR CONDITIONING (HVAC): Geothermal Services: ELECTRTCAL:

Gray Electric

Contractor Beck Group

consultants TEcHNoLoGY:4b Technotogy; MEcHANtcAL ENGTNEER: Btum Consulting
Engineers; STRUCTURAL ENGINEER: Cardno Haynes Whaley; LANDSCAPE: Coteman I TBG; CUR-
TAINWALL: Curtainwall Design & Consulting: ROOFtNG./WATERpROOFtNG: Engineered Exteriors.
PPLC; PARKING,/cARAGE: Ensight Haynes Whaley; AV,/TELECOM: JanCom Technologies

r he Domatn NoRTHStDE, Austin
Contractor DPR Construction. Lee Lewis Construction, Spaw Glass, DCA Construction

consultants MEcHANtcAL ENGTNEER: Bay & Associates; MEp ENctNEER: Encotech; ctvtL
ENGINEER: Bury (now Stantec); STRUCTURAL ENGTNEER: Cardno Haynes Whaley; ASSOGTATE

ARCHITECTS: JHP Architects; l_ANDSCAPE: Design Workshop

Contractor Acero Construction

Resources cusroM srEEL sToREFRoNT/wALNUT vENEER & pAtNT GRADE cusroM cABt-

NETRY: Acero Construction; OOOR HARDWARE: C.R. Laurence (N,larble Falls Glass & N,,lirror):

GLAZING: Solarban glass: Vitro Glass; PORTLAND CEMENT PLASTER: La Habra, ParexUSA (Sloan

N4ontgomery); STONE COUNTERTOPS - STATUARIO MARBLE: Alpha Granite; LIcHTING: Finelite
(Spectrum Lighting), LED Neon Flex

Contractor Prim Construction

Consultants MEP: BHB

Resources METAL: Candace Ortega; DEStcN SOFTWARE: AutoCAD

Paloma Nail Salon, Housto

Contractor Dunhill Development

consultants MEP ENGINEER: H[,4]\,4cLeod; LIcHTtNG DEStcN: gandy2 tighting design

Resources OPENTNGS - STOREFRONT: Vistawalt (Universal class); FtNISHES - TILE AND

NEOLITH COUNTERTOPS: La Nova Tile; FINISHES - WALLPAPER: Calico Wallpaper: FURNTSH-

INGS - CUSTOM STOOLS: CONTENT Architecture; FABRIC: N/aharam: pLUMBtNG - TOTLET:

Toto (Westheimer Plumbing and Hardware); PLUMBTNG - RESTROOM StNK AND FAUCET: WS
Bath (Westheimer Plumbing and Hardware); pLUMBtNG - ACCESSORTES: Jaclo (Westheimer
Plumbing and Hardware); PLUMBTNG - StNK AND BOH FAUCET: Elkay (Westheimer ptumbing

and Hardware); PLUMBING - FAUCET: American Standard - DXV (Westheimer plumbing and
Hardware); ELECTRICAL - cENERAL LIcHTING: Nora Lighting: ELECTRTCAL - DECORATTVE

LIGHTING: Flos: ELECTRICAL - DECORATIVE LIcHTING: Rejuvenation; ELECTRTCAL - DECORA-
TIVE LIGHTING: RH Modern; EXTERIOR TMPROVEMENTS - StcNAGE: NEC Signs

Contractor Joer s

Resources CONCRETE pavERS: Stepstone; SPECtALTtES: Redondo Tile & Stone
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ACERO CONSTRUCT|ON ................_........... 7 6
5122980260
info@aceroconstruction.com
www.aceroconstruction.com

Acme Brick ............... IFC-I
817 332 4101
bseidel@brick.com
www.brick.com

AG&E Structural Engenuity ........................ 19
888 282 9615
www.age-se.com

Extron Electronics ..-..................................... 3 1

800 633 9876
support@extronclassroom.com
www.extronclassroom.com

Hanover Architectural Products ................ 46
aoo 426 4242
info@hanoverpavers.com
ww.hanoverpavers.com

Hunt & Joiner ................ 95
2147607000
mgraves@h-jinc.com
M.h-jinc.com

Albritton Law Firm ......................................... 8
903757 84r',9
contact@emaf irm.com
www.emafirm.com

Meridian Brick ................. 7

www.beboldbebrick.com

Avadek

Blackson Brick ............................................. BC
214 855 5051
info@blacksonbrick.com
www.blacksonbrick.com

713 944 0988
sales@avadek.com
www.avadek.com

BMC...................... ......... IBC
281569 2579 x525
www.buildwithbmc.com

Nu-Company, Nu-Wall .................................. 19
+52 01 818 088 9993
lnfo@nu-company.com
M.nu-wall.com

Panda Windows & Doors ............................. 11
702 643 5700
panda@panda-windows.com
ww.panda-windows.com

Peters€n Aluminum ...................................... 39
8007222523
jsnyder@petersenmail.com
ww.pac-clad.com

Barrier System Division .............................. 95
214 515 5000
polyguard@polyguardproducts.com
www.polyguardproducts.com

Studio Outside .............. 15
2149347760
ww.studiooutside.com

Weathelization Partners ............................... ?
800 288 9835
info@weatherizationPartners.com
www.weatherizationpartners.com

York Metal Fabri@to6 ................................ 95
800 255 4703
grantyork@yorkmetal.com
ww.yorkmetal.com

26

Central Texas Metal Rmfing Supply Co .... 15
5124521515
sales@ctmrs.com
www.ctmrs.com

Dalgleish Construction Company ...... 32-33
512 346 8554
info@dalgleish.net
www.dalgleish.net

Downspout Boots .........,................................. 8
aoo2455521
info@downspoutboots.com
www.downspoutboots.com

Encotech Engineering Consultants .......... 76
s12 338 i101
marketing@eec-tx.com
www.encotechengineering.com

Ensight Haynes whaley ...........................,... 86
713 933 1041
mark.lilie@ensighthayneswhaley.com
www.ensighthayneswhaley.com

Yonx METAL Fa.enrcltoRs, INc.
Custom Ornamental Railing Systems

Stainless - Aluminum - Brass - Glass

Creative custom fabricated
ornamental railin$s for over

50 years. L{rrf
www.yorkmetal.com - 800.255.4703 - Oklahoma City, OK
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pesl bonlers by Polyguard'

Cossie Krejci, PhD
polyguord@polyguord.com . (940) 577-1830

www. Polyg u ord Borriers.c o m

. Use the some building envelope moteriols

. Wilh o seolont upgroded lo exclude lermiles
ond insects

. Add oboul S new or modified low cosl detoils
oround the envelope

. Now you hove upgroded sustoinobility by
creoting o building envelope wilh non-
chemicol exclusion of termiles ond olher pesls

. The need for pesticides wil! be greotly
reduced for the life of the slructure.

. LEED points in new oteos con be eorned

. Science Bosed - lhe result of l7 yeors of work
wilh Texos A&M ond other mojor universities.
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t HUNT & JOINER,INC.
Consulting Struchrral Engineers

a

_'i i.

Celebroting 60Yeors
Registered in 49 States

of lnnovative Structural Engineering
AustinDallas.
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Studio, Prairie Chapel
Ranch by David Heymann

The studio's south uall
opens up, prouiding a aiew

of the landscape. A uend-

ing ualkual connects it to

the main house.

T ocated near Crawford, rhe PrairieI
I Chapel Ranch is rhe retreat of
I Georse \\'. and Laura Bush. For a

I )r'i:t;Trtl n: rll** l'';;
House. Architect and UT Austin professor
David Heymann, FAIA, designed the ranch's
main building while \\'was running lor presi-
dent. The Bushes wanted it to be a discreet
getaway, a place to recover from frenetic
political lile and spend time with friends and
family. One story tall, clad in rough-cut Lued-
ers limestone, and capped by a standing-seam
metal roof, it is indeed unassuming. Russian
leader Vladimir Putin evidently razzed Bush
over the home's modesty. But the structure,s
sustainable design - which includes geother-
mal heating and cooling, rainwater collection,
and passive solar measures was cutting
edge for its day, and its careful siting, gently
curving plan, covered outdoor circulation
scheme, and lack olan obvious main entry
(every room in the house opens to the outside)

present a Iilestyle proposition that is some-
thing beyond the ordinary.

After leaving office, W lhmously took up
painting, and he recently hired Heymann to
desisn an art studio lor the property. Sited a
stone's throw from the main house, the new
building is a clear relative ofthe existing struc-
ture though with a tad more lormal adventur-
ousness. Clad in the same stone, it is topped by
a light box with north- and south-facing baIfled
clcrestory windows that fill the interior with
diffuse dayiight. An electrical lighting system
replicates this quality of light at night. Hevmann
designed what he calls "little distractions" into
the building: side windows that provide views
back to the main house, so that W can walk
over and see what's going on. But when he,s in
the painting area, underneath the light box, the
artist can be utterly immersed in his work. And
should he choose to paint from nature) the north
wall slides au'ay into pockets, and sliding glass

and screen doors open up this section to a shaded
patio and a sweeping view ofthe landscape.
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